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HELPING
TO BUILD A
SUSTAINABLE
BRITAIN
Wilson Gray Consulting are a proud North East based
company which is using home grown expertise to advise on
the mechanical, electrical and public health (MEPH) essentials
of landmark built environment projects for clients throughout
the United Kingdom.

www.wilsongrayconsulting.com

We’d be delighted to talk to you or
your team about the MEPH aspects
of your next major project.

Contact Lewis Clark to find out more:

lewis@wilsongrayconsulting.com
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Jeni Smith is founder of networking and training
consultancy NetKno. During her career, Jeni has won
several awards in enterprise, including being named as one
of the Future 100 Young Entrepreneurs in the UK, a Growth
Accelerator Programme winner and a finalist in the Great
British Entrepreneur Awards 2021. Between 2017 and 2019,
she conducted two rounds of academic research with
Durham University, exploring her unique strategic business
networking model. Here, Jeni shares some of the surprising
benefits of business development.

4Sit in any restaurant, travel on any train,

Jeni Smith
Founder of NetKno
@NetKno
www.netkno.co.uk
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walk through any shopping centre and
you’ll see it; people staring intently into
their phones.
Friends in the same room talk through
their screens instead of outload, couples
communicate via WhatsApp when they’re
in the same house, and kids connect with
their parents through social media instead
of at the dinner table.
The connection apocalypse is officially
upon us, and our natural abilities to have
real-time conversations are diminishing by
the decade.
So, could networking hold the key?
Sherry Turkle, MIT professor and
author of Reclaiming Conversation and
The Empathy Diaries, has done years of
research into the impact digital adoption
is having on young people – their
emotional development, mental and
emotional health, confidence, social skills,
communication. The list goes on.
In America, schools are already
including ‘conversation classes’ in their
curriculum, in a bid to give the next
generation the skills they need to thrive
out in the world.

If left to own devices, and I mean actual
devices, we’d be building a world without
any form of meaningful connection.
This is where networking can come in.
Teaching our kids, our staff, our
colleagues, and ourselves how to
network could in fact be the answer to
this connection apocalypse, because
networking is much more than just a
business development tool my friends.
Within the last 50 networking training
sessions I’ve delivered to professionals and
academics all over the world, 98 per cent
referenced sales or new business as words
they associate with networking events.
Yet there are so many other beneficial
assets networking provides.
Research has shown that wellnetworked chief executives build more
successful businesses not because of
business development, but because of
their access to knowledge – knowledge
that empowers them to make more
strategic decisions and tap into the
experience of their peers.
Even more impactful are chief
executives with diverse networks.
Harvard Business Review released a
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study revealing that bosses with diverse
networks run businesses that are, on
average, valued at an additional $81 million
more than those whose chief executives
don’t have diverse networks.
This is due to innovation – new ideas
are sparked and opportunities spotted by
building more diverse networks.
Plus, if we only talk to people who know
what we know, we’ll never learn anything
new.
Another study, by UCLA and called
The Centre of the Universe, highlighted
the impact networking can have on an
individual’s career progression, following
well-networked individuals in the French
Riviera for five years.
The half of the group with the strong
personal network progressed quicker, had
better job security, were paid more money
but yet were less productive in the jobs
they were employed to do.
This really showcases the doors that can
be opened to you through your network,
as well as the value employers see in
staff with the ability to build and nurture
effective relationships.
The problem is, going the way the world

is, in a few years no-one will be able to talk
to each other.
Within the same 50 training sessions
I mentioned earlier, 100 per cent
referenced confidence as being a barrier
to networking.
With recurring themes across industry
and academia citing things such as
‘knowing how to approach people’, ‘small
talk’, ‘approaching groups’, and ‘what
to talk about’ as additional barriers to
attending events, people are missing out
on accessing all the valuable knowledge,
innovations and personal development
opportunities that come with it.
I believe a lot of these barriers are a
bi-product of the connection apocalypse
– people just aren’t getting the practice
they used to when it comes to face-to-face
communication.
We’re working remotely, connecting
through screens, studying from home, and
even dating online.
All of these things can be fantastic
additions to our lives, but should not be to
the detriment of developing social skills
and creating meaningful connections.
Using networking events as a safe place

to develop yourself, and/or your teams,
in these vital skills could be a win-win for
everyone.
Business leaders and entrepreneurs
spark innovative ideas, tap into knowledge
and expertise, build a support network
and mentor relationships, and increase the
value of their firms.
Team members become more
confident, progress quicker, increase their
salaries, improve internal communications,
enhance company culture and employee
engagement, and generally become
happier, more fulfilled people (see Johann
Hari’s Lost Connections for more on
relationships and emotional health).
So, next time you walk into a
networking event with the sole focus of
selling, remind yourself of all the other
benefits that room could provide and
engage with people accordingly.
Because you just never know what you
might learn.
Jeni Smith
Founder of NetKno
@NetKno
www.netkno.co.uk
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The North East has a long history of leading the way and, as
Steven Hugill explains, this issue shows it’s on the rise once again…

4Every couple of weeks or so, the
mid-morning silence outside my home
is broken by the distinctive caterwaul of
a rag-and-bone man.
His voice gravelly, and his vowels
stretched to a slur, he makes his way
along the road, half leaning through his
flat-bed truck’s open cab window.
His slow moving vehicle is usually
piled high with broken and unwanted
household appliances, the odd bike and
ironing board, and plenty of lengths
and coils of scrap metal.
I thought of him recently, when I and by extension this magazine - was
given an exclusive tour of Redcar’s
Teesworks site.
Once a sprawling steel plant, latterly
home to the collapsed SSI UK, the
huge expanse is undergoing a seismic
transformation, with totemic buildings,
including the coastal base’s blast
furnace, making way for the creation of
a giant clean energy hub.
Piles of twisted metal - enough to fill
the aforementioned merchant’s vehicle
thousands of times over - dotted the
landscape, while behemothic, rusting
hulks stood disrobed in readiness of
being flattened.
To see the base - so long an economic
and employment mainstay for
generations - in its mid-demolition state

was as illuminating as it was poignant.
But as Tees Valley Mayor Ben
Houchen, the man masterminding
Teesworks’ inception, tells this edition,
for all the history and memories, there
must be a future too.
Teesside steel once helped build the
world, from Sydney Harbour Bridge
to New York’s 7 World Trade Center,
and Mayor Houchen says Teesworks
- complete with Government freeport
status - will make the region an
international frontrunner once more,
this time across low-carbon advances.
Leading the way feeds into another of
our features, with this issue launching
our exciting VISION 2031 campaign
which will lay out, over the next 12
months, how our region is primed
to direct the next chapter of global
industrial progress by spearheading a
new Knowledge Revolution.
Featuring expert insight and opinion,
VISION 2031 will use high-level round
table events to focus and analyse the
groundbreaking innovation taking place
across sectors including manufacturing,
health and technology, and key social
and environmental changes that will
spur economic success.
Elsewhere, we speak to TV chef - and
one half of the Hairy Bikers - Si King,
about the region’s ever-growing taste

for street food.
Having helped organise a recent
festival in Sunderland, Si talks about
our increasing fascination with new
cuisines, the lucrative market our
tastebuds are helping create, and why,
as an area, we need to drop our ‘steady
as she goes, head below the parapet’
attitude and celebrate loudly the
quality of North East produce.
Finally, we spotlight Emma Hignett
who, while her name may be unfamiliar,
has a voice many will recognise.
If you’ve ever taken a ride on a
London bus, installed an Amazon
Firestick or are into your Dorling
Kindersley audio books, then there’s
more than a strong chance you’re one
of the many millions who has been
guided by Emma’s narration.
That number, though, will grow
significantly over the coming years,
with Emma the voice of London’s
£19 billion Elizabeth line, which
bosses say will serve up to 200 million
passengers every year.
And each and every one of their
journeys will be conducted by
instructions recorded in a County
Durham home studio.
I hope you enjoy this issue.
Steven
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Words by Steven Hugill

You may not have seen her, but chances are you’ve heard
her. From London buses to television advertisements,
audio books, theme park announcements and automated
phone lines, Emma Hignett has been an unseen, guiding
presence across everyday life for years.

Words by Steven Hugill

As the race to replace Boris Johnson as Conservative
leader and Prime Minister intensifies, Steven Hugill says
the country’s next seat of power incumbent must not leave
the North East standing when it comes to the ‘levelling-up’
agenda.

Words by Cho Minn Thant

Golf’s Asian Tour held its first UK event at Slaley Hall in
June, attracting a rich field of players from around the
world, with Zimbabwe’s Scott Vincent the winner of the
four-day competition on the Northumberland hills.
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Making her voice
heard…

No slowing the
momentum

‘We’re not here to
pick a fight’
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A flagbearer
for change

From steel to
sustainability

A taste of
something new

p. 084-089

The nation’s food habits and choices are evolving and
diversifying, and the North East is leading the revolution.

The Redcar blast furnace has long stood as an icon of
Teesside’s iron and steel industry. But soon it will be
no more, as bulldozers converge to make space on the
former SSI UK base for the Teesworks hub. Here, Steven
Hugill tours the vast site to witness the transformation.

Where the fires of Teesside iron and steelmaking once
burned brightly, work is today underway to blaze a new
trail. Excavators and explosives are razing iconic structures
- including Redcar’s revered blast furnace - to make way for
the Teesworks clean energy hub.

Words by Steven Hugill

Words by Steven Hugill

Words by Colin Young
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Business briefing
Your curated guide to the latest news, views, trends
and technologies shaping the economic and business
landscape of the North East.

Delight for North P&I as members back ‘visionary’ merger
Insurance
A Newcastle-headquartered global
shipping and marine insurer has
“tremendous opportunities” to grow after
members backed a £1.5 billion merger, its
boss has told North East Times.
Paul Jennings says North P&I
will create jobs and strengthen its
international presence from the banks
of the Tyne amid the “huge benefits” of
its amalgamation with London-based
Standard Club.
The companies say the “visionary”
tie-up - approved by North P&I members
earlier this summer - will be known as
NorthStandard and operate as one of
the world’s largest maritime insurance
groups, with around 300 years’ combined
experience, assets of £1.5 billion and
about 700 staff.
It will also unite two North East firms,
with Standard Club understood to have
been founded by Northumberland-born
Charles Taylor, who operated out of
Sunderland before moving to the capital.
Revealing more than nine out of ten
members eligible to vote had supported
the plans, chief executive Paul [pictured,
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GSK at medicine ‘forefront’
after plant opening
below] said: “People have really bought
into our rationale.
“This merger will give us great financial
stability and resilience.”
And he confirmed the deal - which is
expected to receive regulatory approval
by the end of the summer - will provide
a platform to create more jobs at North’s
Newcastle Quayside base.
He said: “We’ve got a business plan for
the next four to five years, in which we’re
looking at 30 to 40 per cent growth,
though that is quite modest in terms of
what we can achieve.
“And if we hit those targets, it would
inevitably lead to more people in the
business.
“This is not about cost-cutting; there
are tremendous opportunities that will
require more people going forward.
“We are building something very
different.
“This has never been done in our
industry, and it will last well into the
future.”
• 140 years of Sunderland Marine.
See pages 46 and 47

Health
A pharma firm has opened a
£90 million-plus factory it says will
strengthen its global role in bringing
new medicines to market.
GSK has cut the ribbon on an
aseptic smart manufacturing plant at
Barnard Castle, in County Durham.
Known as Q Block, the hub will
begin making commercial medicines
in early 2023.
Describing the building as a
paperless facility, bosses say it will
“leverage digital technology” to
“launch products at speed while
reducing waste”.
Elizabeth Rowbotham, site
director, added: “Q Block puts GSK
and Barnard Castle at the forefront
of medicines manufacture, and I
am delighted the site will play such
an important role in supporting the
delivery of our innovative pipeline.”
Barnard Castle is one of GSK’s
largest manufacturing bases in the
UK, employing around 1000 people
and supplying nearly half a million
packs of products every day to 140
global markets.
It makes a diverse range of
products, including medicines for HIV
and respiratory disease, and was last
year chosen by Billingham’s FUJIFILM
Diosynth Biotechnologies to provide
‘fill and finish’ services for its Novavax
COVID-19 vaccine.
Regis Simard, GSK global supply
chain president, added: “This
is a highly advanced technical
achievement.”

Business
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Credera unveils 200-job
plan in Newcastle move
Technology
A global technology and
management consultancy has
revealed plans to create 200 jobs
in a North East expansion.
Credera is opening a Newcastle
office.
Regional investment bosses
say the move “further cements
Newcastle’s position as a leading
UK tech hub and (is) another
international endorsement for the
city”.
Dallas-headquartered Credera,
which provides strategy,
innovation, data and technology
support, will be based in The
Catalyst, on Newcastle Helix.
The company has been
supported by Invest Newcastle
- part of NewcastleGateshead
Initiative - to make the move.
Jen Hartley, director of Invest
Newcastle, said: “Credera’s arrival
is significant in terms of our
region’s reputation as a home of
choice for digital and tech sector
businesses.”
She added Invest Newcastle
introduced Credera to the North
of Tyne Combined Authority,
which allowed it to access a
£1 million grant that will support
the creation of an initial 160 roles,
which will eventually rise to 200.
• The Catalyst at full capacity; The Last Word.
See page 90

Pictured is an artist’s impression of JDR Cable Systems’
new Cambois factory

Funding ties up cable maker
expansion
Engineering

Plans submitted for 100-job
Wearside plastics factory

A subsea cable maker is pressing ahead
with 170-job factory plans after finalising
a £130 million Government deal.
JDR Cable Systems is building a base
in Cambois, near Blyth, Northumberland.
Bosses say the site - earmarked to open
in 2024 - will expand the firm’s renewable
energy sector product range.
The company has been backed by a
UK Export Finance Export Development
Guarantee, from the Government’s
Offshore Wind Manufacturing Scheme.
Tomasz Nowak, JDR chief executive,
said: “We are delighted to take this major
step forward.”
The business is also spending
£3 million on machinery at its
longstanding Hartlepool base, which it
says will boost production by nearly 25
per cent.

Investment

Engineer expands with
factory switch

generation, food production, offshore
energy, defence and electric vehicle
sectors.
The expansion is part of a scale-up
strategy that began with a management
buyout in early 2021, which included
significant investment from Ignite Growth.
Mike Hutchinson, managing director,
said: “We are always looking to invest
ahead of the curve.
“These new premises will give us the
space we need for the next stage of our
growth.”
The plant is being developed by UK Land
Estates, with NTG expecting to move in
later this summer.

Engineering

Pictured, from left to right, are Jen Hartley,
Invest Newcastle director; Graham Hall, Credera
managing director - energy and commercial;
Ewan Miller, Credera managing director - public
sector, and Newcastle market lead; and Jamie
Driscoll, North of Tyne Mayor

Pictured, centre, is Winifred Patricia Johansen,
Quantafuel senior vice president, with Matthew Hunt,
Port of Sunderland director, left, and Councillor Graeme
Miller, leader of Sunderland City Council

An engineering firm is embarking on a
factory expansion it says will create jobs.
NTG Precision Engineering is moving to
a new Team Valley base.
Close to its existing plant, the firm
says the 45,000sq ft factory - which is
three times larger than its present home
- will provide extra space for precision
engineering and component assembly.
It also says it will help boost its
60-strong workforce.
The company makes parts for the power

A recycling firm has submitted plans
for a 100-job plastics factory it says will
operate as a UK-first.
Quantafuel Sunderland wants to build
a plant at Port of Sunderland.
If approved, it says the base earmarked to open in 2024 - would turn
thousands of tonnes of low-value waste
not presently recycled in the UK, such
as soft food packaging, into new raw
materials for use in high-grade plastic
across the petrochemical sector.
Lars Rosenløv, Quantafuel chief
executive, said: “This proposal is a
long-term, sustainable alternative to
incineration and landfill that will provide
significant environmental benefits, while
also creating new jobs in Sunderland.”
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Citrus wins £75 million support
to boost Integra 61 scheme

Operator adds steel to huge
carbon capture project

Development

Energy

A developer has secured £75 million
funding to create a 650,000sq ft
industrial park.
Citrus Durham is building Connect,
at the Integra 61 site, based off the
A1(M) at Bowburn.
The scheme will include four units,
ranging from 43,000sq ft to 152,000sq
ft, and a standalone 298,000sq ft
warehouse.
GMI Construction has been
appointed contractor, with the
buildings expected to be completed
by summer next year.
David Cullingford, project lead
for Citrus and Integra 61, said:
“We have a real opportunity to
ease well-documented industrial
accommodation shortages in the
North East.”
Integra 61 is already home to a
giant Amazon delivery centre, and
bosses say it will also include 270
homes, a 70-bed hotel, family pub and
restaurant, nursery, drive-thrus and
trade counters when completed.

A steel firm is supporting an
energy company’s multi-billionpound green venture.
British Steel, which has plants
at Lackenby, near Redcar, and
Skinningrove, east Cleveland, is
working with North Yorkshire’s
Drax on a mammoth bioenergy
with carbon capture and storage
project. Bosses say the firm is
“exploring opportunities” to supply
up to 13,000 tonnes of products
- including beams fashioned on
Teesside - for the scheme.
Drax says the endeavour could
capture eight million tonnes of
CO2 a year from 2030, making it
the world’s largest carbon capture
and storage project.
It also says it would act as
an anchor for the East Coast
Cluster, which includes the Net
Zero Teesside project planned for
Redcar’s Teesworks site.
Allan Bell, British Steel chief
commercial and procurement
officer, said: “We are proud to be
working with Drax.”
• Industry reignited; Teesworks report. See
pages 80 to 83

Architect builds for future in
office move
Built Environment

Investment boosts engineer’s
growth plans

A growing architecture practice is
expanding into a famous designer’s
former home.
GT3 Architects is moving into
Newcastle’s John Dobson House.
It says the four-storey, grade-II
listed building, on the city’s New
Bridge Street West - built, lived in and
named after Central Station’s designer
- will provide space for a workforce
that has increased by nearly 20 per
cent over the last year.
Describing the base as a “new
Geordie home”, the firm expects to
move in later this year.

Engineering
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An engineering firm has eyes on
expansion following £25,000 investment.
South Shields-based Select Works has
been backed by the North East Small Loan
Fund.
The business, led by Mark Ranft, says
the cash will help create up to six jobs
over the coming two years.
Mark said: “We’re mostly looking at
business development opportunities
across the North East at this stage, but
we’ll be gradually expanding our focus
right across the UK.”

Pictured, from left to right, are Smart Manufacturing
Solutions’ directors Pete Williams, Adam Smith and
Craig Wood

Seaham company in gear with
Bugatti deal
Manufacturing
A quality and recruitment services
provider is helping power an international
sports car brand’s green drive.
Smart Manufacturing Solutions (SMS)
is working with Bugatti.
The firm, based on Seaham Grange
Industrial Estate, in east Durham, is
supplying engineers to help the marque
roll out an electric supercar, in a move it
hopes will provide a “springboard to more
contracts internationally.”
It has already sent a cohort of electrical
engineers to a Croatian plant, with
further staff due to head to the Balkan
country, and a sister operation in Italy, to
ramp up work.
Adam Smith, SMS co-founder, who
heads up its recruitment arm, said: “We
anticipate this will lead to other projects
with Bugatti, as there’s a real shortage
of technical expertise in the electrical
engineering field overseas.”

The company secured the loan through
NEL Fund Managers.
Mike Guellard, senior investment
executive, said: “Mark has the engineering
and business knowledge to make Select
Works a great success.”
The North East Small Loan Fund is
supported by the European Regional
Development Fund.

Pictured, from left to right, are Mark Ranft, Select Works’ founder, and Mike Guellard, senior investment executive at
NEL Fund Managers
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Cash support secures firm’s
growth ambitions
Investment
A security provider is planning further
expansion after securing a £15 million
deal.
Next Level Security Services (NLSS) is
delivering a “significant” retail contract.
The business, based at Wynyard
Park, near Stockton, received six-figure
support from NPIF - FW Capital Debt
Finance to roll out the agreement, with
the cash allowing it to recruit additional
workers.
Derek Laird, NLSS managing director,
said: “The investment boost has given us
the confidence to go out and win further
new business and generate significant
future revenue.”
Jordan McGorrigan, FW Capital

Hitachi Rail on track as Avanti
West Coast testing begins
Manufacturing
A trainbuilder says it has hit a “major
milestone” after kickstarting testing on a
£350 million fleet.
Hitachi Rail is trialling its first Avanti
West Coast rolling stock.
The trains, made at the company’s
plant in Newton Aycliffe, County Durham,
are expected to enter service next year.
Bosses say all aspects of stock, from
brakes to engines, doors and toilets will
be assessed, ahead of dynamic testing
later this year, when trains will move
under their own power for the first time.

investment executive, added: “NLSS
is experiencing fast growth and has
an excellent reputation in the security
sector.”
NPIF - FW Capital Debt Finance is
managed by FW Capital and part of the
Northern Powerhouse Investment Fund.

Pictured, from left to right, are FW Capital investment
executive Jordan McGorrigan and NLSS managing
director Derek Laird

The new fleet will include ten sevencarriage electric trains and 13 fivecarriage bi-mode trains, which will be
able to switch between electric and
diesel power.
Electric stock will operate between
London, the West Midlands and
Liverpool, with bi-mode models
connecting London and North Wales.
Jim Brewin, Hitachi Rail’s head of UK
and Ireland, said: “Our teams across the
UK are working tenaciously to deliver
more intercity trains, which are proven to
boost reliability and performance.
“We look forward to Avanti passengers
experiencing the transformation that
follows the introduction of this fleet.”

News you may have missed
Manufacturing

4Future looks clear thanks
to production line moves
A soft drinks maker says sales are
about to fizz after spending 		
£6 million on a canning line.
Clearly Drinks expects revenues
to double this year after tripling
capacity to 160 million litres.
The company – founded in 1885
and originally known as Fenwick
& Sons before rebranding to
Villa Drinks – has also bought a
pasteurisation unit and nitrogen
dosing system, which have created
ten jobs and helped land its largest
contract to date with a national
wholesaler.
The total investment, worth more
than £6.5 million, was supported
by the Sustainable Advanced
Manufacturing (SAM) Project.

Recruitment

4Funding means growth
plan comes Troo
An energy broker aims to create
50 jobs after securing £500,000
funding.
Sunderland-based Troo wants
staff after backing from the North
East Venture Fund, which is
supported by the European Regional
Development Fund and managed by
Mercia.
The investment has already
allowed the business to recruit Peter
McLeod as sales and marketing
director, and Zoe Watson and
Peter Bradley as head of marketing
and head of customer experience,
respectively.

For more news and views across the
North East, visit our website @
www.netimesmagazine.co.uk/news
Staff at Hitachi Rail’s Newton Aycliffe plant, in County Durham, work on rolling stock
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Guest contributor

Down but far from
defeated

Councillor Amanda Hopgood_

Words by Councillor Amanda Hopgood
Leader of Durham County Council

Culture
When Nadine Dorries announced
Bradford as the victor in the race
to secure UK City of Culture 2025
status, it sparked wild celebrations
in West Yorkshire that were met
with equally great disappointment
across County Durham.
After a long campaign, wherein
the county’s bid saw off numerous
rivals including Cornwall, Derby
and Stirling, the area was
agonisingly pipped at the post.
However, rather than engage in
a period of naval gazing, county
bosses quickly moved on, thrashing
out plans to deepen further the
area’s already extensive cultural
pool for the benefit of local,
national and global audiences.
And, with a further £125,000 of
Government cash at their disposal,
thanks to the quality of the county’s
proposal, those ambitions stand to
be accelerated further still.
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The start of a new cultural journey
Despite missing out on the UK City of Culture 2025 title, County Durham has
shown the nation it is a place where creativity and innovation thrives. Here,
Councillor Amanda Hopgood, leader of Durham County Council, explains how
Durham’s journey as a county of culture is only just getting started.

4When we first decided to put County
Durham forward for UK City of Culture
2025, there were a great many incentives
for doing so.
Additional investment, increased
awareness of the county as a cultural and
visitor destination, and the opportunity
to deliver a pioneering programme
that showcases our bold ambitions and
celebrates our extraordinary people and
places were just a few.
One of the most important was
the desire to spark belief across our
communities that County Durham deserves
this recognition and has a bright future.
We may not have secured the title, but,
by making it to the final shortlist, we have
made great progress towards these goals.
More than 300 people gathered
at Beamish Museum to watch the
announcement live on BBC’s The One
Show.
And this was just a fraction of
the thousands of residents, creative
professionals, schoolchildren, public and
private sector organisations and businesses
that backed the Durham 2025 campaign.
From the outset, inclusivity has been at
the heart of our countywide bid.
Durham County Council, Durham
University and Culture Durham, a
partnership of more than 20 cultural
organisations from across the county, were
the driving force behind it, and hundreds
more individuals and groups helped to
shape it. These incredible collaborations
will live on, with the bonds forged between
cultural organisations, businesses and

community groups during the journey
stronger than ever before.
A record-breaking 20 places applied to
be UK City of Culture 2025, and Durham
was the only county to make the shortlist.
These are certainly achievements
to be proud of, but they are also great
foundations on which we can build.
Together, and with the aid of our
£125,000 runners-up prize to help us
access bigger funding pots, we will
deliver a spectacular cultural programme
with international appeal. This includes
developing key projects within the bid,
such as Place Labs.
Praised by the judges, these innovative
creative hubs will be established in major
settlements across the county, empowering
communities to bring cultural regeneration
to their own neighbourhoods.
We will also stage a new arts and science
festival to coincide with the prestigious
National Astronomy Meeting.
Hosted by Durham University, this will
take place in 2025.
The bicentenary of the Stockton and
Darlington Railway in 2025, meanwhile,
will also shine an international spotlight on
County Durham and the wider region.
Along with the county’s existing festival
and events, major developments at cultural
attractions, capital projects and anticipated
investment from the BBC and Arts Council
England, culture will remain at the heart
of efforts to drive economic growth and
level up the region. Durham is a county
of culture, and this is just the start of our
journey.

Guest contributor

Lucy Armstrong_

Creating a level playing field
Regeneration
Of all the phrases and policies to
have emanated from the top table of
Conservative communications HQ in
recent years, the ‘levelling-up’ agenda
is by far one of the most referenced.
A trusty buzzword for ministers,
the slogan is the latest incarnation in
a devolution argument that has gone
on for years and seen the creation of
other Downing Street favourites, such
as the Northern Powerhouse.

But like all legislative programmes,
there needs to be flesh on the bones
for anything tangible to happen.
And in that regard, work is being
delivered in the region to ‘level-up’ the
area with the rest of the country.
Government funding has helped a
number of schemes get off the ground,
and made the North East visible again
to those in the corridors of power.
But much work remains to be done.

Words by Lucy Armstrong
Chair at Port of Tyne

What does ‘levelling-up’ really mean?
The ‘levelling-up’ agenda is one of the Government’s key goals and one of those buzzwords
we constantly see being bandied about. But what does it actually involve? How do you
‘level up’ a region like the North East? Here, Lucy Armstrong, chair at Port of Tyne,
explains what ‘levelling-up’ means for one of the UK’s most innovative ports.

4The North East has one of the oldest
demographics in the UK.
It is one of the poorest educated in
the country and yet we have some of the
world’s finest universities and a multitude
of innovation assets on our doorstep.
Historically, we’ve been economically
relatively poor compared with the rest of
Britain, and this is something we at Port
of Tyne are acutely conscious of, together
with other employers in the North East.
Now, as inflation starts to really bite,
improving equality and life chances – aka
‘levelling-up’ – is even more relevant than
it was when the latest incarnation of this
concept was conceived.
It is a huge undertaking that the UK
faces, and it goes way deeper than what
any Government funding can achieve.
Inevitably, some people are always being

left behind or forgotten, and it’s our job as
local employers and major contributors to
regional and national economies to ensure
change occurs.
The Government has acknowledged
its ‘levelling-up’ agenda is proving more
expensive than envisaged, and Port of Tyne
is experiencing the effects first hand too.
Over the past year, we have increased
our capital investment into new
infrastructure by more than £20 million, as
part of our own initiatives and have learned
a lot in the process.
In June, I shared some of these learnings
at the 2050 Maritime Innovation Hub’s
first-ever Maritime Innovation Week, and
here are some of the takeaways.
‘Levelling-up’ is about investing in
people and acknowledging that everyone
has potential.

There are so many people who are
highly-skilled and capable and yet, they
somehow remain stuck doing the same
thing year-after-year, decade-after-decade.
These are people with latent potential.
It’s our job as regional employers to
recognise that and invest in them.
I think one of the cultural changes
we are starting to see at the port is a
preparedness to experiment, and this is
critical to the success of ‘levelling-up’.
Some things won’t work, and the most
significant achievements often come from
accidents, but you can only try.
Interwoven in this is diversity.
Maritime is not a sector that is known
for its gender diversity, and yet it has so
much to offer.
It’s tricky to address the imbalance if
there simply aren’t enough candidates
available, but we have worked really
hard to address this. We now have equal
gender representation within our senior
leadership and a largely female board, and
we also this year recruited our first female
engineering apprentices and graduates.
‘Levelling-up’ needs traditional
boundaries to be broken down.
One thing that could get in the way is
the issue of competition for funding.
The North East has always been partial
to ‘tribal’ loyalties.
If individual organisations are doing their
bit and investing, there needs to be more
equality in terms of the support offered
across the region by combined authorities
and more opportunities to collaborate.
We’re building the Dogger Bank
Offshore Wind Farm operation here in
South Tyneside, but if we want to work
with any local suppliers, we can’t tell
them to apply for regional offshore wind
funding, because it’s funded by the North
of Tyne Combined Authority.
You can only apply if you have a base
north of the river, but this isn’t helpful to us
at the port when we’re trying to promote
offshore wind as an industry for the whole
region.
Everyone deserves an equal chance, and
nobody should be left behind.
That’s what ‘levelling-up’ needs to be
about.
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Opinion SPORT
Storm in a tee box
Golf

Would you play for Vladimir Putin?
Would you have played in apartheid
South Africa?
Is there anywhere you wouldn’t play on a
moral basis?
They were just some of the questions
levelled to golfers Ian Poulter and Lee
Westwood recently when the Ryder Cup
duo - alongside a number of fellow top
players - announced their participation in
the Saudi-backed LIV Golf series.
The venture has sparked huge debate

inside, and outside, of the game, with
four-time major winner Rory McIlroy
calling LIV converts “duplicitous” and
many commentators and campaigners
accusing the organisation of attempting to
‘sportswash’ Saudi Arabia’s human rights
record. The tour’s bosses, though, say the
latter isn’t the case, arguing LIV Golf is
seeking to “holistically improve the health
of professional golf on a global scale”,
which they say will “help unlock the sport’s
untapped potential”.

‘We’re not here
to pick a fight’
Golf’s Asian Tour held its first UK event at Slaley Hall in June, attracting a rich field of
players from around the world, with Zimbabwe’s Scott Vincent the winner of the fourday competition on the Northumberland hills. The inaugural event on British soil also
had links to the Saudi-backed LIV Golf series, with two places on offer for its opening
competition at the Centurion Club, near London, a week later.That contest, the
£20 million LIV Golf Invitational, attracted a handful of the game’s top players, plenty
of controversy, awkward press conferences and, as it coincided with the USPGA’s
Canadian Open, some ill-feeling. Here, Asian Tour chief executive Cho Minn Thant
writes exclusively for North East Times Magazine, explaining why the tour - and LIV
Golf - isn’t set on picking fights, how rival operators can all share a piece of the financial
pie, and why the venture will be good for the game, and the North East, in the long-run.
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Words by Cho Minn Thant

4As we looked to England for part of
our strategic global expansion, we were
delighted Slaley Hall put its hand up to host
the first UK event for the Asian Tour.
And we’d certainly love to come back.
The four days of quality golf attracted
hundreds of spectators to a beautiful course
and hotel, and an area which has been
starved of world-class golf for too long.
The one thing we couldn’t change, of
course, was the weather.
There are many Europeans, Americans
and Australians on the tour, who are all used
to the British weather.
However, some of the guys from
Thailand, Singapore and so on had never
been to the UK before, and they certainly
weren’t prepared for the wind and the rain!
During the practice round, a number
turned up in shorts and t-shirts and I
thought, ‘guys, this isn’t Asia, where it’s 35
degrees and humid when it rains and we
stop play, this is England!’
We are part of the structure of the new
Saudi-backed LIV International Series;
we’ve been in Australia, New Zealand and
the Middle East, and Europe was very much
a target destination for us as we continue
our expansion.
New golf tournaments, new formats,
and obviously big purses for the players,
can only be good for the game and the
modernisation of the sport.
For many of the players in the Slaley Hall
field, it was an opportunity to qualify for
that first LIV event in London the following
week, and being part of the structure will
bring better players to our tournaments.
The PGA Tour and the DP World Tour
have reacted to LIV’s arrival on the circuit to
protect their business.
And their response hasn’t been
unexpected.
We’re not here to pick a fight with
anyone, we want to create new events,
increase prize purses and boost the
experience for spectators, viewers on
TV and the corporates who want to get
involved.
The pie is only getting bigger. But nobody
is stealing anyone else’s piece.
From our perspective, on the Asian Tour,
we’ve always had players who’ve played

multiple tours; they’ve played the Asian
Tour, gone on to play the PGA Tour, the
European Tour.
We’re proud to have them as members,
and we also respect the fact they need to
grow and play bigger and better events.
The Newcastle United takeover is a very
good metaphor for what’s happening on the
Asian Tour.
His Excellency Yasir Al-Rumayyan has
taken over as chairman of Newcastle
United and Majed Al Sorour, the chief
executive of the Saudi Golf Federation,
has been appointed as a director of the
club, and they are the same two people I’m
working with for the Asian Tour, alongside
Greg Norman and his team for the Saudi
International, Business with Golf Saudi and
the International Series.
Hopefully, we will trend in the same
direction as Newcastle United.
At the start of last season, people were
saying they were going to be relegated for
sure, and there was a bit of controversy on
hiring the new manager.
But it worked out - they finished tenth
with an incredible home record towards the
end of the season.
If we can follow that path, we’ll be very
happy. I think you’ll see bigger and better
things out of the Asian Tour if we follow that
track.
The Premier League is the biggest
football league in the world and the Saudis
want to be part of it.
With the Asian Tour and LIV International,
and all the other projects the Saudis
do in terms of golf investment, it is not
necessarily to break even in terms of
expenses or the running of the tournament,
it’s to make business connections.
You get to one of our tournaments and
golf is great for networking.
And football is great for networking too;
you’ll meet ministers, high-profile business
people and you do business deals outside of
the golf or the football itself.
It’s those connections they’re looking for.
And, obviously, the PIF is one of the
biggest investment funds in the world, so it’s
not only in sport, but branching through all
sorts of business.
That can only be good for the whole of

the North East.
I can speak from personal experience
through my dealings with them from
the Asian Tour and, on a personal level,
they haven’t reneged or not delivered on
anything that they’ve promised.
If anything, they’ve over-delivered.
It’s a pleasure to work with people who
have freedom to be able to make decisions
like that - they want things delivered of the
highest possible quality.
Newcastle United is very much a midtable club right now and next season, let’s
be honest, they’d really like to make the top
six, play in Europe, even the top four, and
make it into the Champions League.
It’s similar to where we are with the Asian
Tour.
The USPGA Tour has always been the
Liverpool or the Manchester City, and
Europe’s PGA Tour has always been like
Chelsea, Arsenal or Tottenham Hotspur.
We want to be in that conversation,
getting into Europe and getting into the
Champions League.
We want our golfers to be getting into the
majors, earning the same amount as they do
in the US and Europe, and really competing
on the world golf stage.
And while aiming for that, it’s the
infrastructure underneath that is going to be
extremely important, which will also be the
same with the investment that we’re seeing
around Newcastle United.
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Opinion POLITICS
A constant amid
the change
Politics
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Going, going, not quite gone.
Forget an Indian summer, welcome to
the Johnsonian summer.
Yes, it’s warm, but it’s only going to get
hotter in Conservative HQ after the fire
of Tory MPs - not without good reason burned through another leader.
Whoever replaces their departing
frontman will inherit a tough job, having
not only to unite a party at odds with
itself, but one at significant variance to a
sizeable portion of the population.
For the country, it’s another crossroads
moment.
Whichever minister takes the role will
inevitably seek to introduce, remove and
alter legislation, as they strive for quick

voter wins and longer-term General
Election trust. And it’s the same story for
the North East.
The ‘levelling-up’ agenda was a constant
throughout Boris Johnson’s premiership,
and it must continue to be a cornerstone of
Government focus under Downing Street’s
next resident.
Announcing his departure with little - if
any - contrition, Johnson told the gathered
press corps the Government must “keep
unleashing the potential of every part of
the UK”.
He’s said - and done - many things over
the years that don’t warrant repeating,
but on ‘levelling-up’, he was at least worth
listening to.
The North East has huge potential, and
the new resident of Number Ten will be
wise to acknowledge that when their feet
are officially under the table.

Words by Steven Hugill

No slowing the momentum
As the race to replace Boris Johnson as Conservative leader and Prime
Minister intensifies, Steven Hugill says the country’s next seat of power
incumbent must not leave the North East standing when it comes to the
‘levelling-up’ agenda.

4

As Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen
strolled into a hired marquee alongside
SeAH Wind delegates to celebrate the
latter’s £400 million Teesworks factory
in early July, he was accompanied by
something else too.
Over his shoulder, a brass band was
filling the air with World in Union, the
piece a nod to the international ties
created by the South Korean firm’s arrival
on UK shores. A few hundred miles away,
however, there was an altogether different
sound ringing out.
On a bed of frenzied camera clicks,
discord echoed around Downing Street as
Boris Johnson, one bum note too many,
announced his departure.
Up at Teesworks, Business Secretary
Kwasi Kwarteng, a Cabinet mainstay in
Johnson’s final hours as all around others
discovered new political principles like
finding a fiver down the back of a settee,
told the gathered audience he was glad the
“parlour games” were coming to an end.
Agreed, Minister.
The whole bloody charade had gone on
for too long.
The stage managed buffoonery wasn’t
funny any more (it never was), the
preposterous idea purported by some of
sharing a pint down the local with ‘good
laugh Boris’ had turned sour.
After lurching from one crisis to the next,
the mask had slipped too far - there was no
way back.
And now, with Johnson (almost) out of
the door, attention turns to the future.

Specifically, what his demise could mean
for the North East.
Throughout his premiership, the
‘levelling-up’ agenda was always a handy
buzz phrase in the interview arsenal,
and a reliable slogan too for assistants
to use when updating ministers’ social
media accounts during oft-awkward, and
always overly-managed, workplace and
community visits
What now, though?
Yes, we had the ‘levelling-up’ white paper
earlier this year, but it’ll count for nothing if
nobody is present to go about delivering it.
Michael Gove, the man who was heading
it, has gone - the only minister sacked amid
the slew of recent resignations - with Greg
Clark’s name now above the door.
However, whoever emerges victorious
from the leadership race will undoubtedly
want their own team, with numerous faces
likely not to make it unscathed through
the political tumble dryer of the coming
months.
What cannot be allowed to change,
though, is the focus on ‘levelling-up’, or
whichever phrase might be adopted by the
new Prime Minister.
Put simply, the policy must not be
shunted to a siding while they - and their
team - get accustomed to life in Number
Ten and the front benches, respectively.
In fairness to Johnson, in his (sort of)
farewell speech, he did say “we need to
keep ‘levelling-up’, keep unleashing the
potential of every part of the UK”.
And with that in mind, whoever takes the

Tory mantel would be wise to take Clark’s
counsel too.
Flying in the face of Johnson’s usual
appointment standards, he’s not a bad
shout - and one certainly worthy of
consideration for the role in the new
regime. A former Business Secretary, he
already has a grasp of the UK’s commercial
scene and where it is heading.
Crucially too, though, he’s a local lad.
Born in Middlesbrough, he went to
school in nearby South Bank, and was
rolled out by the party in Darlington ahead
of the 2017 General Election to woo voters
over the so-called Red Wall.
So he understands the physical
topography, the employment landscape
and bluntly, what’s going on.
We’ve had cash for the Teesworks
development, the Government has given
vehicle battery maker Britishvolt and
subsea cable maker JDR nearly £2 billion
support to build factories at Cambois, near
Blyth, Northumberland, and recentlydeparted Chancellor Rishi Sunak set the
wheels in motion for more than a thousand
civil servants, including hundreds in the
Treasury, to decamp from London to
Darlington’s new Northern Economic
Campus.
But we cannot let the momentum slow.
Whoever picks up the baton from
Johnson must quickly get in tune with our
region and conduct themselves - and their
party - to meet its needs.
Failure to do so would be a real bum
note.
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Building a brighter future
As employers continue to grapple with post-pandemic skills shortages, Steven Hugill talks
to Middlesbrough College Group’s Matt Telling about its extensive apprenticeship offer, and
learns how engaging with the next generation can catalyse business growth.

www.mbro.ac.uk/apprenticeships
@mbrocollege

MATT TELLING STOPS AND LEANS AGAINST A
building, the right shoulder of his grey blazer kissing its
red brick façade.
Above his head, arched windows, a central oculus
and decorative corbelling evoke memories of the
structure’s bygone days as home to ship chandler and
sailmaker JW Storrow & Co.
Watched over by the town’s famous Transporter
Bridge, it today stands part of Middlesbrough College
Group’s sprawling Middlehaven campus.
And while its weather-worn frontage differs markedly
from the sparkling silver flecks of a neighbouring
modern learning centre, the past hasn’t been lost in the
present.
Far from it.
Where the former factory once helped drive an
industrial revolution, today it is part of another
significant transformation, one that is providing the
foundations for students - including myriad apprentices
- to build successful futures.
And in a jobs market where employers - buffeted
by COVID-19 staff attrition and a sustainability drive
demanding new skills - struggle to find suitably
practised employees, the value of its apprenticeship
offer has arguably never been more important.
The group delivers in excess of 100 courses to
thousands of learners every year across all levels,
through its apprenticeship and training company
Northern Skills and sister operation TTE Technical,
which supports local and international students’
journeys in the oil and gas, process, manufacturing and
engineering sectors.
Pairing classroom learning with workplace
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For more
information about
Middlesbrough
College Group,
Northern
Skills and TTE
Technical, as
well as its raft of
apprenticeship
and T Level
courses, visit
www.mbro.
ac.uk, email
courseinfo@
mbro.ac.uk or call
01642 333333.

experience, Northern Skills covers a raft of disciplines
from accounting, catering, dental, construction and
engineering, to areas including hospitality, healthcare,
IT and computing, manufacturing and teaching.
And from September, its delivery will extend again,
with new level four and five civil engineering and level
five audio visual technician apprenticeships rolling out
remotely, in what will be a UK first.
“We work across the whole spectrum, with a
real mixture of students from York up to Berwickupon-Tweed,” says Matt, group director of business
engagement and partnerships.
He adds: “We support school leavers looking to take
a course and, through our in-house apprenticeship
recruitment team, provide shortlists of students’ CVs to
companies.
“Then, once learners have begun their
apprenticeships, our team of assessors and regional
managers work in conjunction with employers to ensure
their success.
“We have well-established relationships with
companies like British Steel, Anglo American
and Sembcorp Energy UK, which have rolling
apprenticeship programmes, but there are others that
come to us to upskill existing employers too.”
And Matt says in the present climate, where
organisations have more vacancies than talent to
fill them, the worth of engaging with apprentices is
incredibly valuable.
He says: “Apprentices are adaptive and responsive,
soak up information like sponges and quickly become
ingrained in a company’s culture.
“They go into things with no preconceptions, have

Education_
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fresh ideas and want to advance.
“And the model works - you only need to look at the
number of employers we work with who are led by
former Middlesbrough College Group apprentices to
see its impact.”
Matt adds: “Our internal recruitment team plays a
crucial role too.
“We have three apprentices, including one who has
just passed his course with distinction, and they are
terrific at engaging with younger learners.
“They go into classrooms and speak at events, and
create a real generational link.”
Equally important in the group’s delivery are T
Levels, which act as an alternative to A levels and

apprenticeships by complementing 45-day placements
with classroom time.
Matt says: “We were early adopters of T Levels, and
they have been really successful.
“A number of students have completed placements
and moved into apprenticeships, and the more
meaningful and engaging links we can create, the
better placed learners are to succeed.”
And such focus on delivering a well-informed
educational journey is reflected in Middlesbrough
College Group’s ever-changing provision too.
With the pandemic having accelerated retirements
and career pivots, and with the landscape shifting
dramatically towards greater sustainability and
developments such as Redcar’s low-carbon Teesworks
hub, Matt says the group is constantly reassessing its
disciplines to meet employers’ needs.
And that extends to a new TTE base, which
will switch from nearby South Bank to the group’s
Middlehaven campus in 2024.
Matt says: “With the volumes of projects coming up,
and the scale of workers required, the skilled people
don’t exist in a lot of cases at present.
“And employers are having to think very differently
too; it’s not as simple - or sustainable - to look at agency
staff or recruit people from rival operators any more.
“So we’re working with them, right from the
beginning, listening to their needs and aligning our
provision, which includes our facilities.
“Our new TTE building will have a large section
for clean energy work, to make sure we’re servicing
existing and future skills needs.”
Matt adds: “Businesses need to build, and in some
cases rebuild, their workforces, and we are committed,
through our apprenticeship courses, to help them do so
and be successful.”

• With the academic year having now come to a close, a
huge cohort of potential new apprentices are entering
the jobs market. If you’re a business keen on recruiting
young staff to bolster your team, contact Northern
Skills. Visit www.mbro.ac.uk/apprenticeships or call
01642 333333 for more information.
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Providing the energy to make change happen
The North East is undergoing significant energy transition, and helping bring it to
fruition is Muckle LLP. To strengthen its position further, the leading independent
law firm for businesses recently welcomed vastly experienced project finance lawyer
Andrew Coddington as a partner in its banking and restructuring team. Here, Steven
Hugill speaks to Andrew about how he intends to use years of work on high-profile
international schemes to help Muckle - and the North East - power ahead.

www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP

Muckle LLP
-

To find out
more about
how Muckle
LLP’s energy
sector expertise
could help your
business, visit
www.muckle-llp.
com/what-we-do/
energy/
Alternatively,
email advice@
muckle-llp.com or
call 0191 211 7777.

WITH A FAMILY TREE ROOTED IN COAL MINING,
it was perhaps inevitable Andrew Coddington’s career
would branch into the energy sector.
His influence, though, extends much further than the
‘black gold’ of the UK’s many former collieries.
With nearly two decades spent across Europe, the

Caribbean and the Middle East, Andrew has been
integral to countless international power-based
developments.
A project finance specialist, his extensive CV
includes supporting the delivery of Oman’s flagship
Duqm refinery, energy-related transactions in Russia
and numerous further water, desalination, solar,
hydrogen and wind projects.
And he’s now carving a new seam back in his native
North of England.
As a partner in the banking and restructuring team at
Muckle LLP, Andrew is channelling his vast experience
to bolster the Newcastle-based firm’s already extensive
presence across the energy industry.
He says: “Muckle has a great team that has done
fantastic energy-related work for some years.
“And I want to use my experience and knowledge to
build on what is already here.”
“There aren’t too many project finance specialists in
this part of the world, and that is certainly something
that sets Muckle apart in the market,” adds Andrew,
who joined the firm in May.
What too provides another unique element is
Andrew’s rich and diverse portfolio.
From the Duqm refinery - Oman’s largest
infrastructure project - to the sale of media mogul
Simon Fuller’s 19 Entertainment business and the
offloading of National Car Parks to 3i Group, his
transaction list is as long as it is extensive.
He says: “I cover the energy sector in lots of different
ways, from mining, metals, trade and export finance,
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and there is hardly a mineral or an ore out there I’ve not
financed the export of.
“I’ve worked on many project financings, and I
have Islamic finance experience too - I worked on the
construction financing of a toll road in Pakistan, and
supported the construction and operation of an Omani
iron and steel plant.
“I’ve worked in lots of different places, with different
cultures, and I want to use that variety to help this
region fulfil its goals.
“Throughout my career, by moving to different
countries, I’ve had to demonstrate an adaptability.

“Because of that, I’m now able to see clearly what
I want and need to do, in terms of supporting energy
sector development.”
“And with the support within Muckle, I, and we,
can make it work,” says Andrew, who spent six years
in Oman’s capital Muscat, as well as five years in the
British Virgin Islands and 11 split across London and
Moscow.
From the Teesworks low-carbon hub in the south
of the region, to Blyth’s Offshore Renewable Energy
Catapult at its peak, the North East continues to
pioneer sustainable breakthroughs.
And the teamwork to which Andrew refers will, he
says, play a central role in ensuring the region stays at
the vanguard of a rapidly growing and evolving energy
sector.
He says: “Energy cuts right through every aspect of
Muckle, from employment, litigation and banking to
areas including corporate and real estate.
“All of what we do is collaborative and cohesive,
with the engagement, influence, knowledge and skills
of everyone here driving things forward - and that is
different from other firms.”
“The entire firm is contributing to the region’s
development, and that is very special,” says Andrew,
who originally hails from Doncaster.
He adds: “There is a lot going on in this part of the
world, from hydrogen projects to solar, wind and much
more.
“I very much feel like I’ve come home, and I want to
contribute to Muckle and the local community - through
things like our membership of bodies such as NOF and
the North East England Chamber of Commerce - and
put into practise the interest and focus that will drive
the North of England.
“Whatever your political colour, the North East is the
best place to be right now when it comes to the Green
Industrial Revolution.
“There is so much going on that is tangibly
happening, rather than being spoken about, and that
makes it different to other places.
“And we in the North of England, particularly in
the North East and here at Muckle, have the drive,
the vigour and the vitality to continue making things
happen.”
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Making her
voice heard…
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Emma Hignett
www.emmahignett.com
@emmahignett

Words by Steven Hugill
Photography by Christopher Owens

Feature

You may not have seen her, but chances
are you’ve heard her. From London buses
to television advertisements, audio books,
theme park announcements and automated
phone lines, Emma Hignett has been an
unseen, guiding presence across everyday
life for years. And her standing further
increased recently, when the capital’s
£19 billion Elizabeth rail line - complete
with Emma’s carriage-based commentary was officially opened by the Queen. Here,
the former dancer, radio show host and
weather presenter tells Steven Hugill about
her career, and the chance moment that put
her on the road to voiceover success.

4Emma Hignett begins with a
clarification.
A good many have asked, and a few
more been convinced, but no, she isn’t
the voice of Alexa.
She is, though, the soundtrack to a
great deal else.
From automated phone lines to
theme park attractions, English
language speaking exams, Spanish
tourism videos, toothpaste
advertisements and - rather ironically
- installation instructions for Amazon’s
television Firestick, Emma, or more
precisely her voice, has been part of
our everyday lives for a good while.
Head to London, and her presence
is greater still, her measured tones
advising millions of residents,
commuters and day-trippers on the
myriad stops and landmarks across
the city’s mammoth bus system,

Overground train network and the
Thames Uber Boat.
And when the Queen officially
opened the Elizabeth rail line in late
May - the sprawling £19 billion venture
also known as Crossrail that traverses
London via Paddington and Liverpool
Street - Emma was there too.
Every station announcement, on
every carriage that runs along the
commuter belt route, which stretches
as far as Reading in the west and
Shenfield in the east, is steered vocally at least - by Emma.
The numbers are remarkable. And so
too is the fact her notices were created
not in a famous capital recording
hub, but Emma’s home-based studio
in Staindrop, the County Durham
chocolate box village that sits between
Barnard Castle and Bishop Auckland.
“I love London, so it’s exciting to be
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part of the Elizabeth line,” smiles Emma,
revealing the audio streams for the blue
ribbon track were created five years ago,
when much of the project still resembled a
building site.
She says: “A lot of the announcements
initially referred to Crossrail, and not
Elizabeth line, so I had to re-record those
- and I actually did the whole of the Tube
network too, in case they need them in the
future.
“And it was all done in a box of
Kingspan, lined with foam, two floors
above the ground floor in my house!
“To see the Queen cut the ribbon and
see the excitement - people had queued
from 5.30am, if not earlier, to get the first
train - was fantastic.
“I was invited to ride the route before
it opened, but I couldn’t get there, so I
spent the evening on Twitter, looking at
comments and watching - and sharing - a
BBC London film that included a clip of my
voice!”
For all the delight and prestige brought
by playing an integral role in such a
landmark project, life as a professional
voiceover artist was never on Emma’s
radar as a youngster.
Her passion instead lay in dancing,
which saw her tour the globe, performing
in East Asia, South America and Europe.
She says: “I went to ballet school at The
Hammond, in Chester, after my O levels,
and did three years of training.
“At that point, in the late 1980s, you had
to go off and work to get an Equity card to
be in a position to apply for better jobs.
“And it was quite common to go
overseas to get a card, so I went to dance
for an Italian circus touring Mexico.
“I then went to Japan, as part of an
entertainment team.
“We had two different shows in a
massive resort that was built on a natural
hot spa and combined three theatres with
three or four hotels, numerous restaurants
and a waterpark.
“It was so exceptionally different and
difficult too because, owing to the culture,
we weren’t allowed to mix with other
people.
“That meant being stuck together with
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seven other British girls in their late teens
and early 20s for six months, which was
hard work.
“I also did a few months in a small
theatre in Reims, which was good fun and
so much nearer to the UK lifestyle-wise.”
However, while France’s Champagne
capital provided some enjoyment, dancing
was losing its fizz.
Troubled by knee injuries, and having
grown weary of performing, Emma left
behind her ballet turns for an altogether
different pivot.
At the time, voiceover work remained
uncharted territory, but treading the
boards had provided a crucial - if unknown
- legacy.
She says: “All of the British girls I
worked with abroad were southern, and
I was northern, so I came back with a
completely different accent.
“It massively influenced my future though I didn’t know it at the time.”
Emma entered the world of radio
and television, becoming a recognised
breakfast show presenter and the face of
Wales’ weather, respectively - living up to
her father’s foretelling during a phone call
years previously.
She says: “When I was about 16, my
father said he could see me reading the
news on television one day.
“And for whatever reason, it just stuck
in my head.
“At that point, there were some fairly
high-profile people who had started on
radio and then gone into television, such
as Philip Schofield and Anneka Rice, so I
thought, ‘well, you start with radio and go
into television’.”
Aged 22, Emma’s first job on the
airwaves came in 1993, reporting on the
roads with Metro Traffic Control, and
she stayed in the industry for more than
a decade, adding stints with stations
including Jazz FM and Heart FM to her
CV.
She says: “I had no history with radio,
but I instantly fell in love with it.
“The job I enjoyed most was the
breakfast show on Cardiff’s Red Dragon
FM.
“I presented it alongside Jason Harrold

for five years, and it was great fun.
“There was always a lot going on, and
I used to get invited to everything in the
city.
“Life revolved around work; when I got
up on a morning, I needed to know what
had happened the night before.
“I vividly remember watching Martin
Bashir’s interview with Diana - I couldn’t
do the breakfast show without having
watched that, for example.”
As well as becoming a familiar voice to
Welsh listeners, Emma was a well-known
face too, thanks to a role presenting
weekend weather bulletins on Harlech
Television, which is now ITV Cymru Wales.
She says: “I’d been working for Heart
FM in Birmingham, but I wanted to get
more television experience, so I picked
up the phone to a company called The
Weather Department, which provided
services for various ITV stations.
“I asked if they were looking for
presenters, and they told me that, as luck
would have it, they were auditioning the
very next day.
“There were three people at the
audition: an actress, a journalist and me.
“The actress acted out being a weather
girl and the journalist was more interested
in reporting on the process than getting
the job.”
“That role really opened up another
avenue,” says Emma, who, by this
juncture, had begun taking tentative steps
into the voiceover world.
She adds: “For seven years, I was
working seven days a week.
“I did five days on Red Dragon FM,
spent the weekend working in Birmingham
on the weather and on a Monday, after the
breakfast show, went to London to voice a
programme called The Album Show.”
Such was her on-screen delivery that
GMTV bosses came calling when regular
weather presenter Andrea McLean was
preparing for maternity leave.
The pull of radio and short-term nature
of the offer, however, meant Emma
declined their advances, though her profile
did continue to rise, if a little inadvertently.
She says: “I was named the most stylish
weather presenter in 1999; there was a
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television programme on style, and in its
first week it covered weather girls.
“They named me as the most stylish,
with Sian Lloyd second, which I found
extremely funny, given I had no money for
a wardrobe like hers.
“I used to be a bit creative and wear fun
tops, which is what the programme cited!”
Despite The Album Show, voiceover
work remained somewhat of a peripheral
endeavour.
Emma says: “If something came along,
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I would go and do it, but I didn’t put much
emphasis on it.
“I did The Album Show and a few
television advertisements for Sensodyne,
and I’d pop down to London now and
again, but I still didn’t see it as a move to
the future.”
The watershed moment - like so many in
life - came almost by accident.
Having swapped Red Dragon FM for
Capital Gold London’s breakfast show in
2003 - which included a spell alongside
infamous talk show host Jerry Springer
- Emma decided to move into radio
management.
After landing a role with Darlingtonbased Alpha Radio, she worked during an
intervening period as a freelancer, which
is when a friend suggested she make her
voice heard by Transport for London.
The operator was upgrading its buses
and wanted to add a friendly sound to
help passengers navigate the city’s 19,000
stops.
Emma says: “She’d been asked to put
together ten voices, and urged me to
submit a tape.
“I didn’t have one, so I wrote down a
few bus announcements, recorded them,
sent them away and thought nothing more
about it.
“Eventually, they whittled the voices
down to one male and one female, and
then, a few months later, the team chose
their favourite to trial on the 149 route.
“And that voice was mine.”
In January 2006, test services set off
on the 149’s route between Edmonton, in
North London, and London Bridge - and
Emma has been a fixture across the city
ever since.
“It was exciting and slightly odd; there
had been announcements on the Tube, but
never any on the buses,” says Emma, who
was a guest of honour on the first trial run.
She says: “And it caused a bit of a stir.
“I remember someone in Parliament
complaining it was just more ambient
noise, but the feedback from stakeholders
was great.
“Some bus drivers admitted saying hello
to me every morning, and there was one
who said I’d helped with schoolchildren.
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“Apparently, when my voice came
on, they mimicked every word I said,
making them the best behaved they’ve
ever been,” laughs Emma, who describes
her sound as ‘not too plummy and a
slightly more approachable version of the
traditional London accent’.
Being the voice of public transport
required a great deal of work, and in
the days before her home workspace,
Emma decamped to Soho’s iconic Trident
Studios, once used by artists including
The Beatles, David Bowie, Sir Elton John
and Carly Simon, to record thousands of
notices.
She says: “We did 2000 announcements
on a Saturday once a fortnight.
“And we did ten sessions in total, so
initially had 20,000 recordings, which
included every bus stop in London - at one
point, I knew all of the numbers.
“And after those 20,000, there were
- and are - regular updates as routes
are changed and new stops added or
removed.
“I do those at home now, and I record
everything twice, so I can choose which I
think sounds the best.
“I’ve gotten better at listening to myself
over the years, but if I was using the buses
regularly, I’d probably be bombarding
Transport for London every week to make
changes.”
With such a flagship partnership,
Emma’s portfolio began to grow rapidly.
When Alton Towers wanted a voice to
welcome visitors on its Skyride, it chose
Emma.
When Visa sought to refresh its
customer service phone lines, it did the
same.
The list - which also includes work with
BP, Go North East, Lego Duplo, KLM and
Skype - is extensive.
And it includes the aforementioned
Amazon Firestick tutorial, which caused a
smile at home.
Emma says: “I’d recorded the
introduction in my studio and sent it off,
and then, a fair while later, my husband
was plugging a Firestick into
the television.

“I was cooking in the kitchen, and he
shouted for me to come in to understand
how it worked.
“I told him, ‘it’s ok, the script is upstairs’.
“He shouted again, so I repeated, a little
slower, the script was upstairs, and he
eventually clicked!”
Emma adds: “Most of the work is oneoffs, but there are others that are more
long-term.
“I do a lot with Anglia Examinations,
speaking in mocked-up conversations for
listening tests taken by people learning
English to come and live in this country.
“I’m also now doing audio books for
Dorling Kindersley, on subjects like space
travel and migrations.”
She adds: “It’s so nice to have a job
that’s fun and different every day.
“And I’ll never not be grateful to my
friend.”
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Is now the time to invest in an outsourced
financial director?
Michael Cole, associate partner at Haines Watts, discusses how investing in an outsourced
financial director can help your business to thrive in the months ahead.
www.hwca.com
@haineswatts

THE CORPORATE CLIMATE IS CHANGING IN THE
North East, and local businesses are already feeling the
hit.
With rising costs of living and labour and skills
shortages, it’s no surprise that business confidence in
our region has taken a dip over the last three months.
This is where the expertise of a financial director can
be invaluable. Providing vital insights into your business,
they can be the key to continued business growth during
uncertain times.
While a lack of specialist advice can often be a
barrier to growth for many, recruiting a full-time internal
financial director isn’t financially viable, nor a necessity
for every owner managed business.
But with flexible and scalable solutions, outsourcing
a financial director can really help your business to
recover, pivot and thrive.
Better quality information
By delving into your finances, an outsourced financial
director will provide insights and expert opinions to help
you better understand your business.
Providing you with real-time information and utilising
KPIs, they can plan and measure the success of your
business, as you work towards your goals and objectives
together.
They will challenge, discuss and debate, seeing
beyond your numbers and helping to drive your business
forward.

from an outsourced financial director really offers an
opportunity to help your business progress dynamically,
while providing a level of accountability for your
strategies.
An outsourced financial director will take the time to
get to know you and your business, and will ultimately
become an extension of your own team.
In doing so, they’re in a strong position to support you
in your decision making.
Better use of technology
Most businesses use technology in their daily
functions, but not all do so in the most efficient way
possible.
Through the adoption of new technologies, or even
creating a bespoke solution tailored to your business, an
outsourced financial director can help you to overcome
cumbersome processes and rectify deficiencies.
From automating your systems to maximising cloud
accounting technology and all of the add-ons and apps
that come with it, having an expert to help you make
the most of today’s technology will help you increase
efficiency and free up time, so you can concentrate on
what matters most – your business.

Haines Watts
-

Michael Cole
works alongside
business
owners from
a wide variety
of industries,
supporting
them with all
their accounting
needs. Having
worked both
in-house and as
an outsourced
financial director,
he is well placed
to provide
pragmatic and
strategic advice
on a range of
issues.
To find out more,
contact him on
0191 269 9960
or email mcole@
hwca.com

Better decision making
Having access to better financial information and
data undoubtedly leads to a more empowered strategic
decision-making process.
And with uncertainty ahead, it’s more important than
ever to feel informed and confident for the months to
come.
With boardroom expertise at your disposal, the input
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Meet the engagement team
at Business Durham
As the business support service of Durham County Council, Business Durham has a proven
track record of helping companies achieve their goals and navigate the challenges they face
– whether it’s the aftermath of the pandemic or working towards net-zero carbon.
www.businessdurham.co.uk
@_BusinessDurham

Business
Durham
-

To find out
more about how
Business Durham
is helping organisations grow and
thrive, visit www.
businessdurham.
co.uk

PART OF BUSINESS DURHAM’S SUCCESS LIES WITH
its experienced relationship managers.

we did with colleagues in Durham County Council
to award £5.2 million to local companies through the

As a first point of contact for companies across
County Durham, they can offer solutions in a variety of
ways, from accessing funding to finding new premises or
supporting recruitment activities.

Durham Business Recovery Grant during 2021 and 2022.
“So many businesses have told us how valuable the
scheme was to help them make changes to prepare for a
post-pandemic trading environment.

By maintaining relationships with local businesses
in this way, Business Durham supports companies

“We work with businesses to face the challenges they
will experience and look to the opportunities that will

by offering key contacts and opening up networking
opportunities.
This can include access to Durham County Council
services, accessing skills through local colleges and

present themselves.
“For example, the significant adoption of digital
technology, online trading and digital connectivity of
people and processes will continue to grow.

universities, making the most of the latest innovations
through key industry partners, such as the Department

“What’s more, the current conflict in Ukraine and
increased energy prices and supply chain difficulties

for International Trade for support in reaching overseas
markets.
Connecting businesses to these opportunities is made
possible because of the networks and contacts Business
Durham has in place, and the relationships maintained
by the business engagement team.

will also see businesses adopt low-carbon measures and
greater onshoring to secure supply chains.”

Led by Caroline Taukulis, each team member has
developed their own specialisms to best understand and
anticipate the needs of the businesses they support, as
well as the sectors they’re operating in.

challenges,” says Hazel.
She continues: “We can then use our skills, experience
and networks to help businesses overcome challenges
and take advantage of opportunities.”
While the team covers all areas of advice and

Meet the team:

support for businesses, Hazel takes the lead on
supporting businesses to achieve their low-carbon

Caroline Taukulis, team manager
“Much of our work relies on strong business
relationships, being able to connect businesses with the
right contacts, networks or services at the right time,”
says Caroline.

ambitions, ultimately aiming for net-zero, which she
says is of growing importance for businesses, as well as
consumers.
Hazel adds: “Achieving low and net-zero carbon within
business is being driven by supply chain requirements,

She adds: “Our greatest success has been the work
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Hazel Sykes
“Our goal is to understand the needs of businesses
and help them articulate their needs, plans and

and many companies are now placing huge priority on

Business_
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the need to address their carbon footprint, rethinking
how they do things as a result of changing technologies
and resources.
“We want to help businesses take action and make
real steps in carbon reduction.
“That’s why we held the Together Towards Net Zero
Business showcase in early July, bringing together
expertise, finance and solutions to help businesses
identify the opportunities that net-zero carbon
presents.”
Andrea McGuigan
Andrea has worked in business support and B2B
throughout her working life, doing so in County Durham
since 2003.
She says: “I work with some of the larger companies
across the county, helping them to understand and deal
with the opportunities and challenges they face.
“We understand these challenges all too well – from
changes in international trade and the pandemic to skills
shortages.
“Working to engage with businesses at Business
Durham, we are able to adapt the advice and support
we give dependent on the challenges and opportunities
businesses face.
“A great example of this is our work with the
Department for International Trade to help companies
export to new markets.
“Anyone can export – it’s all about relationships,
networks, contacts and a partnership approach.
“I led on County Durham’s first trade mission to South
Africa with Business Durham as part of this work.
“What I’m most proud of, however, is the Digital Drive
programme.
“It’s a hugely successful, £8 million programme that
has engaged with more than 16,000 businesses to help
them make the best use of technology, which was found
to be particularly useful following the pandemic.”
Karen McParlin
Part of Karen’s role focuses on helping plug the
skills gaps within businesses, connecting them with

universities, colleges and other education and training
providers.
She says: “I act as a conduit for information on skills.
“I help companies articulate their requirements and
act as a link to appropriate providers who can help.
“We also showcase the industries and employment
opportunities out there to current students, teachers
and parents.
Pictured, from
left to right,
are Andrea
McGuigan,
Karen McParlin,
Hazel Sykes and
Caroline Taukulis

“I’m on the advisory boards for the Institute of
Technology and a collection of further and higher
education providers offering higher level courses.
“It works to help shape general provision of skills to
businesses, as well as developing tailored and bespoke
skills training for companies.
“The skills agenda is recognised as a vitally important
area that can make a difference to employers,
businesses, training providers and the current and future
workforce.
“Companies want to make a difference, but don’t have
time to do it.
“My job is helping to make it easy for companies
to get involved and reducing the time they have to
commit.”
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140 years and counting
for Sunderland Marine
North East historian Dan Jackson takes a look at the intriguing history
of one of the region’s longest-running maritime businesses.

www.sunderlandmarine.com
www.nepia.com
@SM_MarineIns
@NorthPandIClub

AS THIS YEAR MARKS ITS 140TH ANNIVERSARY, I
was very pleased to be invited by Sunderland Marine
– now part of marine insurer North P&I, located on
Newcastle’s Quayside – to explore the long history of
this fascinating business.
As a historian of the North East, I’m always fascinated
by the cultural and commercial legacy of our traditional
industries, and marine insurance has an important and
enduring place in our history.
When I first delved into North’s archive for its 160th
anniversary in 2020, I was struck by how closely its story
is that of the North East too – especially how dangerous
industries led to innovation and mutual support – and
how this was based on a deep-seated instinct for cooperation in our region, as well as a fierce local pride.
North now has more than 12 per cent global market
share – meaning it insures one in every eight merchant
ships on the planet – and through its Sunderland Marine
brand, North is also a leading insurer of small craft and
fishing vessels.
The story of Sunderland Marine begins in the bustling
streets of Wearside in the 1860s.
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Sunderland was a Georgian boom town at the heart of
the Great Northern Coalfield.
Ships had been built on the Wear since 1346, but the
booming coal trade led to an explosion of shipbuilding
on 18th and 19th century Wearside.
By 1815, it was already the leading builder of wooden
sailing vessels in Britain, and by mid-century a third of
the UK’s ships were built in what the Sunderland Herald
called ‘the greatest shipbuilding port in the world’.
Competition from the railways led to the development
of more efficient steam collier ships, with the launch of
The Loftus on the Wear in 1852.
This, in turn, sparked an explosion in all kinds of North
East shipbuilding and maritime traffic, exporting coal
and manufactured goods around the world.
But this world was still highly dangerous.
Ship losses were frequent, even close to the shore hence the invention of the lifeboat in South Shields in
1789, the formation of the world’s first Life Brigade in
1864 at Tynemouth, and the reforms of Samuel Plimsoll
in the 1870s, who based his analysis of maritime safety
on the fate of Sunderland ships.

Insurance_
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Local shipowners had formed small insurance clubs
since the 18th century, and a group from Wearside’s tight
knit commercial community came together in 1882, at
the premises of R Hudson & Sons, on John Street, in
Sunderland, to form the Total Loss Mutual Steamship
Insurance Company.
This coincided with a fishing boom, spurred on by the
first application of steam technology to trawling in 1860,
when a steamship towed two Sunderland-based sailing
trawlers into the rich fishing grounds of the North Sea.
Herring, in particular, was a cheap source of protein
which, thanks to the railways, could now be exported
quickly to the expanding industrial towns.
Alongside this, the kipper, invented in North Shields,
was soon found on every upper-class breakfast table in
the land.
By 1916, Sunderland Marine had become the largest
insurer of fishing vessels in the UK, and one of the
vessels it insured - The Moulmein - was even shelled by
confused Russian sailors in 1904, as their Baltic Fleet
took the long way round to fight the Japanese in the
straits of Tshushima, between Japan and Korea.
The early 20th century saw a global decline in
demand for herring, but this was replaced by a new
British obsession: fish and chips!
By 1920, there were 25,000 such shops across the UK,
consuming 150,000 tons of white fish annually.
However, the traditional British fishing industry faced
growing international competition and, by the 1960s,
Sunderland Marine was only insuring 270 British boats.
So, the firm began to diversify and seek new markets,
building a presence first in the Netherlands in the 1970s,
followed by Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the US
in the 1980s – even opening a branch in Alaska in 1996.
The Sunderland Marine brand name lives on today as
a leading insurer of hull and machinery, P&I and personal

Sunderland
Marine and
North P&I
-

Sunderland
Marine is a
market-leading
provider of
fixed premium
marine insurance
products.
North P&I Club is
a leading global
marine insurer
with more than
160 years of
history in the
industry.

accident insurance for commercial fishing vessels,
small passenger craft, tugs, barges and harbour service
vessels, covering more than 8000 vessels with 140 years’
experience.
And the respect for the industry’s history still
continues to shape the marine insurance business.
To this day, members renew their policies on
February 20 each year, which is when sailing ships were
traditionally taken from their winter lay-ups and made
ready for trade with the ice-free ports in the Baltic.
In September, North will mark Merchant Navy Day,
celebrating the enduring role of maritime key workers in
the global supply chain.
The firm recently ringfenced £40,000 of its North
150 Fund for maritime charities, providing grants for
seafarers and their families, as well as much-needed
mental health resources for those working at sea.
As North Easterners, we should be proud of that
heritage, and how Sunderland Marine and North P&I are
continuing and evolving that legacy today.
“Our business has changed with the times, but the
dangers and unpredictability of working at sea remain a
constant,” says Craig McBurnie, director of Sunderland
Marine.
He adds: “We are committed to promoting safety
and training initiatives for the fishing community, and
supporting the future of the industry.”
As Sunderland Marine enters its 140th year, it can
reflect on a proud history at the heart of the region’s
commercial life, and its enduring role as a key player in
the global maritime sector.

Founded and
headquartered
in the North
East, North and
Sunderland
Marine’s
influence
stretches around
the world,
with offices
in Australasia,
Greece, China
(Shanghai and
Hong Kong),
Japan, Singapore,
Ireland
and the US
complementing
its regional hub.
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Building a brighter future for Northumberland
From regenerating coastal towns to providing much-needed housing in rural areas,
Ascent Homes is playing a key role in developing communities in Northumberland.
www.ascent-homes.co.uk
www.advancenorthumberland.co.uk
@AdvanceNland

ASCENT HOMES IS THE HOUSEBUILDING ARM OF
Advance Northumberland, the economic regeneration
company which works on behalf of Northumberland
County Council.
And it is making a major impact on Northumberland’s
residential property market, by creating high-quality
homes in attractive locations.
Working with joint venture partners and landowners,
Ascent Homes has developed hundreds of properties. It
has supported more than 280 construction jobs and uses
local labour and craftspeople for 80 per cent of its work.
Ascent Homes’ developments are testament to its
agile approach and commitment to Northumberland’s
communities.
In Blyth, the results of its focus on regeneration can
be seen at Commissioners Quay [pictured below], on the
town’s waterfront.
This mix of two and three-bedroom homes – many
with stunning sea views – complements the wider
development of the Blyth Estuary area.
Ascent Homes’ largest current site is at Willow Farm,
near Choppington. This development will feature 327
high-spec two, three and four-bedroom properties.
And in Wooler – on the edge of Northumberland
National Park – Ascent Homes has developed
Kingsmead, a stylish mix of detached homes, semidetached properties and bungalows.
Much of the money generated by Ascent Homes is
reinvested in affordable housing.
The development of 187 detached and semi-detached
homes at Wayside Point, in Ellington, is a good example
of this.
Working with strategic partner Bernicia, Ascent
Homes has delivered 28 affordable housing units at the
site.

Council offices, Allerburn Manor will feature 16 new
executive properties.
And in Bellingham, Ascent Homes is creating
Hareshaw Fall, a development of two, three and fourbedroom homes in a charming country setting.
There are also plans to develop new homes in East
Ord, which is just south of Berwick-upon-Tweed,
building on the area’s status as an attractive coastal
resort and its excellent location.

Ascent Homes
To find out more
about Ascent
Homes, and
learn about new
developments,
visit www.
ascent-homes.
co.uk

Ascent Homes is seeking new land opportunities
Ascent Homes will consider a wide range of spaces
for development – from undeveloped land to the
renovation of existing buildings – and it has a proven
track record of achieving planning permissions.
If you are looking to sell land for development, please
get in touch.
Looking to the future…
Providing affordable homes remains a priority and
Ascent Homes is working with Northumberland County
Council’s affordable housing team and strategic partners
to ensure this provision increases.
And it is playing its part in the UK’s drive towards
net-zero. Ascent Homes is planning to build zero-carbon
residential properties in the county, drawing on local
expertise.
It’s another example of the developer’s visionary
approach.

New developments
Alnwick will soon be home to a stunning new
development.
Situated on the site of the former Alnwick District
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VISION 2031
The dawn of a new
industrial revolution
Welcome to VISION 2031, an exciting campaign launched by North East Times Magazine, alongside
partners Northstar Ventures, main sponsor Northern Accelerator, EY, Jackson Hogg, Lloyds Bank
and Weightmans. Over the coming 12 months, VISION 2031 will lay out a blueprint for how our
region can lead the next chapter in global industrial progress across the following ten years, by
spearheading a new Knowledge Revolution. Guided by expert insight and opinion, VISION 2031 will
highlight the North East’s position at the point of pioneering change, focusing on groundbreaking
innovation across sectors including manufacturing, health and technology, and key social and
environmental advances that will spur economic success. Across the year, a series of high-level
round table discussions, featuring individuals from leading organisations in the North East and
beyond, will scrutinise the area’s existing strengths and growth potential. Covering a diverse range
of sectors, from advanced manufacturing and gaming, to examining how digital advances have
improved efficiency and education in the workplace, the events will also look at tailored wellness,
assessing the North East’s work around improving life expectancy. Furthermore, they will analyse a
future cities and towns network capable of retaining and attracting talent, while making the region a
healthy, active, dynamic and affordable place to live. Here, in the first of a number of articles, Steven
Hugill speaks to Northstar Ventures’ Dominic Endicott about the North East’s central role in the first
Industrial Revolution, and how it is primed to lead the way again.
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RICHARD HOGG, CHIEF
EXECUTIVE AT LEADING
SPECIALIST RECRUITMENT
AND OUTSOURCED
PEOPLE SERVICES
PARTNER JACKSON HOGG
4“We’re very excited to be a part

Northstar Ventures’ Dominic
Endicott, pictured in The
Common Room, Newcastle,
which celebrates the region’s
past industrial successes

Look back over the centuries, and the
North East’s innovation roll call is as
long as it is revered.
From rail pioneer George Stephenson
to Sunderland-born lightbulb creator
Joseph Swan, Sir Charles Algernon
Parsons’ multi-stage steam turbine
and Dorman Long’s delivery of
superstructures including Sydney
Harbour Bridge, the region has made
- and continues to leave - an indelible
mark on the world.
A powerhouse of invention, it added
significant charge to the first Industrial
Revolution, changing lives forever and
fuelling global economic growth like
never before.
Now, though, it stands ready to
seismically transform society again, by
driving industry into a new innovative
and sustainable frontier: the Knowledge
Revolution.
And with as much as £50 billion

investment tipped to be fed into the
North East over the next decade,
Dominic Endicott, board member and
venture partner at Newcastle-based
investment house Northstar Ventures,
says the region is ready to flourish once
more.
He says: “The North East, like
many regions, failed to maintain the
productivity and relevance it enjoyed
at the height of the first Industrial
Revolution - but we now have a new
opportunity.
“Thanks to advances in sectors as
varied as ageing, electric vehicles,
quantum computing and space, our
region can be a cornerstone of the next
Industrial Revolution.
“We are rapidly accelerating into
the artificial intelligence economy - the
UK is the number two tech base in the
world after Silicon Valley - and the North
East can take things to another level.

of VISION 2031, and to be making a
difference in the future of industry in
the North East.
“The North East was integral in the
first Industrial Revolution and has the
capability to play an important role in
the future of emerging technologies.
“Jackson Hogg is a peoplefocused business, and we believe
in the power of the knowledge
that is sewn into the fabric of the
North East through our talented
people, world-class universities and
innovative companies.
“VISION 2031 is a campaign built
on the excellence in the North East,
and exists to highlight this.
“We are an entirely independently
owned North East business, and
have a vested interest in the
development of the region.
“More than that, though, we
believe in the people of the North
East, and we believe the region could
become a powerhouse in the tech
and digital spaces not just nationally,
but internationally.
“We have a unique viewpoint
of the talent and business leaders
entering the region, and this, along
with the great work being carried
out at the universities, is an exciting
prospect.
“The North East is already
showing its worth across the board,
but especially within sustainability
technology, and this innovation,
while exciting, is just the start when
it comes to the potential of the
region.”
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GARY CHAPMAN, DIRECTOR
INDUSTRIALS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE AT LLOYDS
BANK; CO-HEAD OF NORTH
REGION

DR TIM HAMMOND, PROJECT LEAD FOR
THE NORTHERN ACCELERATOR AND
DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIALISATION AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AT DURHAM
UNIVERSITY

4“We’re excited to be involved in VISION

4“The next ten years will be a

2031, a campaign dedicated to realising the
opportunities in the North East.
“As a region, ours has long been at the
forefront of groundbreaking advances, and
it is ready to lead again on the Knowledge
Revolution.
“From its cohort of excellent universities
to its many established and start-up
businesses, the region is at the head of
pioneering work across areas including
ageing, data and sustainability.
“And we are committed to supporting its
success.
“Our aim is to deliver an incremental
increase in financing to areas that need it
most that, over time, will help support job
creation and wider economic prosperity.
“The way we’re going to do this, is by
playing a ‘convening’ role between local
partners and communities.
“In doing so, we hope to start
understanding the specific needs of
each region and their bespoke economic
recovery plans.
“We want to bring together all the
necessary partners to drive fundamental
growth.
“That’s not just the private sector – but
the public sector and third sector, as well as
the local enterprise partnerships and metro
mayors – to find a common purpose.”
Mark Burton, head of UK regions at
Lloyds Bank, adds: “Our cities and regions
are being renewed on a scale not seen since
the 1950s.
“That renewal is essential to build
sustainability and contribute to our
collective net-zero goals.
“We have a once-in-a-generation
opportunity for investment, and I would
urge businesses to take advantage of it.”

period of economic and social
transformation.
“The pandemic has already had a
huge impact upon where and how
we work, and the role of technology
and innovation in supporting this
transition.
“The future of place, how we use
our spaces in towns and cities, and
the drive towards net-zero, present
a range of social, environmental and
scientific challenges.
“New technologies will be needed
to address population health and
ageing, the future of work, new
properties of materials, sustainable
engines and vehicles.
“The use of data, artificial
intelligence and the integration with
cloud technologies will be critical in
realising these ambitions.
“The North East universities have a
key role in supporting this transition
through their provision of skilled
graduates and postgraduates, and
through their strong research bases
closely aligned to these future needs.
“The Northern Accelerator is
delivering an integrated approach to
commercialise research across the
universities of Durham, Newcastle,
Northumbria, Sunderland and
Teesside.
“It has transformed university
spin-out performance through the
embedding of strong management
teams, provided proof of concept
support and delivered business
start-up training to cohorts of future
academic entrepreneurs.
“Supported through ERDF and
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Research England’s Connecting
Capability Fund, the Northern
Accelerator has developed a very
strong commercialisation ecosystem
and is working with private and
public sector partners to position
the North East as a ‘living laboratory’
to support the development of new
products, services and business
models.
“A key element of this programme
has been the close partnership with
Northstar Ventures, to develop and
fully deploy a seed investment fund,
and we are now working together
to develop a much larger venture
capital vehicle, Venture North, to
provide improved access to finance
for spin-outs.
“Looking forward, we are
determined to ensure the Northern
Accelerator continues to deliver
these benefits and more.
“We want to ensure our spin-outs
have every opportunity to grow and
succeed.
“Venture North will help to
achieve this, but we recognise a
‘whole system’ approach is required,
to create an environment where our
businesses can thrive and in which
they support the major societal
needs in 2031 and beyond.
“The Northern Accelerator
is therefore very happy to work
alongside North East Times
Magazine and its partners to support
the VISION 2031 campaign, which
seeks to influence how the region
responds to the exceptional in
developing the new knowledge
economy.”

“Our region has things to offer the
world again, and by growing and
leading the Knowledge Revolution,
we can also put the North East at
the forefront of the Government’s
‘levelling-up’ agenda.
“We have the potential to create a
very powerful, self-fulfilling, dynamo.”
Just as it was with the first
revolution, a central strand in ensuring
the North East breaks fresh ground
will be industrial development.
And much is happening already,
certainly across the green economy.
From Nissan’s £1 billion plans to
build a battery factory and new
zero-emission car on Wearside, to
Britishvolt’s 8000-job vehicle power
pack hub in Cambois, near Blyth,
Northumberland, and the conversion
of Redcar’s former SSI UK steel
site into the Teesworks low-carbon
freeport, the region is leading the way
on sustainability.
But spades in the ground, says
Dominic, are just one facet of a much
wider toolkit needed to make the
Knowledge Revolution a reality.
A balanced future economy, where
financial progress is matched by social
and environmental development will,
he says, be key, as will a symbiosis
between innovation and academia, to
conceive, incubate and nurture start-

up ventures into high-growth firms.
Highlighting Washington-based
Advanced Electric Machines, which
spawned from Newcastle University
five years ago and now supplies
electric motor and powertrain systems
globally, Dominic says: “The first
Industrial Revolution began outside
university, but academia is going to be
integral in creating the new economy
of the Knowledge Revolution.
“And we are in a fortunate position
of having a critical mass of good and
varied institutions across the region.
“Our network of universities are
now collectively comparable in
research capability to London, Oxford
or Cambridge, and can cornerstone
regional transformation, spinning out
the best technologies into scalable
global companies.
“We need a pipeline that goes
from university research projects to
things like the Northern Accelerator
collaboration programme, where
ideas are turned into companies and
receive venture capital to spin out,
scale up through growth capital and
private equity, and eventually reach
IPO level.
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MIKE SCOULAR, EY OFFICE
MANAGING PARTNER FOR
NEWCASTLE
4“The North East is a historic, industrial
heartland that has as much to look
forward to as it does to celebrate from its
past.
“Being at the forefront of cutting-edge
sectors - like carbon capture and storage demonstrates the North East’s innovation
heartbeat, built on centuries of invention,
revolution and modernisation.
“That’s why, for a firm like EY, the North
East is an exciting place to do business.
“By working collaboratively alongside

CHRIS GRAHAM, PARTNER AND
HEAD OF NEWCASTLE OFFICE
AT WEIGHTMANS
4“It gives us great delight to be
supporting VISION 2031.
“As a leading UK law firm whose roots
stretch back as far as the Industrial
Revolution, we have long championed
and nurtured the commercial sector.
“So we are thrilled to be involved in
a campaign that not only marks past
achievements but creates a platform
to deliver the next phase in this
great region’s story - the Knowledge
Revolution.
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local businesses, government, universities
and institutions – the very fabric of the
region – EY is committed to being part of
the transformation through combining our
global expertise with a local footprint.
“When it comes to the ‘levelling-up’
agenda, EY doesn’t just believe it’s the
right thing to do; we practise what we
preach.
“EY offers a unique prospect for local
people to stay and work in their local
economy, without the need to move away
to further their career.
“It’s opportunity based on ability, not
geography.
“The North East is also well positioned
to attract fresh talent from other parts

of the UK, especially since the events
of the last few years have seen people
reconsider their work-life balance.
“Transport links that include road,
rail, ports and planes make it greatly
accessible to both domestic, European
and international travel, which is
enhanced by the relatively low cost of
living.
“Through our work with international,
national and local clients in the North
East, we want to continue creating
innovative solutions that grow the
local and national economy, provide
opportunities and tackle inequality.
“To EY, that is the essence of building a
better working world.”

“With its fantastic quintet of
universities, established businesses
trading domestically and globally, and
a thriving ecosystem of innovative
start-up ventures across myriad sectors,
the North East is ready to stand at the
vanguard of change again.
“Our engineers and manufacturers
once helped build the world and, through
the Knowledge Revolution, our region
can do so again, thanks to advances
across areas such as ageing, data,
electric vehicles and the drive to netzero.
“When we merged with Watson Burton
LLP in 2019, we expanded our business
but also embraced the pioneering spirit

and history of the North East - and we’re
committed to making sure that legacy
continues.”
“Through a people-focused approach,
we provide bespoke services to clients
across the full spectrum of industry,
from the built environment and health to
energy and utilities, local government,
manufacturing and many more.
“And we will use the skills and vast
knowledge and expertise of our teams to
fuel the Knowledge Revolution.
“The North East has already achieved
so much.
“But a new chapter awaits - and we
are committed to playing our part in its
success.”

“The UK is the number
two tech base in the
world after Silicon
Valley - and the North
East can take things to
another level”

“And by having these companies, that
are solving real problems, that have
global ambitions and that want to build
something really big, we will increase the
amount of capital flowing into the region,
allowing us to do even more.”
Another factor in the balanced future
economy, so intrinsic to spurring the
Knowledge Revolution, says Dominic, is
place-based regeneration, wherein a rich
innovation ecosystem is complemented
by an environment that magnetises talent
from the UK and beyond.
He says: “Our network of cities, towns
and villages must once again become
frontier places, which convince graduates
to stay, and attract the best individuals
from afar to start businesses, bring up
their families and create generational
wealth here.
“To do that, we must create compelling
stories that speak to those people and
show them they don’t need to go to
London and be another cog in a machine.
“We need to convey a sense of magic
and desire that makes them want to help
make our region an even more amazing
place.
“We must also support the evolution of
our places into healthy, active, dynamic

and affordable areas for individuals,
families and communities to thrive.
“They must be attractive from
a commercial perspective but be
environmentally aware too, with good
train links and strong walking and cycling
infrastructure boosting connectivity and
increasing health and wellbeing, all while
reducing vehicle pollution.
“And to that end, a lot is happening.
“There are a number of developments
underway in Newcastle, such as the
Helix and Pilgrim’s Place, and Darlington
- the birthplace of the railway - is going
through a revival too.
“Middlesbrough is doing some
interesting things, Sunderland has plenty
of ideas and Durham wants to add a new
university campus.”
Dominic adds: “The Knowledge
Revolution is a serious opportunity.
“It can radically transform the 50
per cent of GDP most crucial to social,
environmental and economic growth.
“We need to be loud, proud and tell our
story.
“Our time has come again to be the
region where things are happening
bigger, better and faster than anywhere
else.”
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Civil engineering contractor positioned for
growth following senior appointments
Esh Construction is driving on with growth plans after welcoming staff to nine
director and senior-level roles.

www.eshgroup.co.uk
@esh_group

Esh
Construction
-

Esh Construction
is the main
trading arm of
Esh Group, a
privately-owned
construction,
development and
property services
business.
It has a proven
delivery record
throughout
the North East
and Teesside,
Yorkshire and the
Humber, working
for a wide range
of public and
private sector
clients.
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NORTH OF ENGLAND CONTRACTOR
Esh Construction is building on the success of
continued growth within its civil engineering division by
announcing nine director and senior-level promotions.
Strengthening the division in all sectors, both
commercially and operationally, the new appointments
will drive forward growth plans across the North East
and Yorkshire regions.
The announcement follows a 35 per cent uplift in
turnover for the division over the past 36 months, with a
£200 million forward order book now secured.
Stephen Wilkie, executive director at Esh
Construction, says: “Successful growth in this industry
takes careful planning and timely execution to ensure
the business model is sustainable.
“Over the past three years, we have been
repositioning our civil engineering division to grow
organically, to secure larger capital projects, to
demonstrate our abilities to deliver such schemes and
to do so with client collaboration and maximum social
return at the forefront.”
The firm’s civil engineering capabilities cover an
array of sectors from highways and infrastructure,
public realm and flood alleviation projects, to small
works and capital schemes across the water and waste
water network, as well as infrastructure for the region’s
housebuilders.
Last year saw Esh Construction complete its
largest ever civil engineering contract – the
£42.5 million Sunderland Strategic Transport Corridor
Phase 3 (SSTC3) scheme, working in partnership with
Sunderland City Council.
Stephen adds: “SSTC3 was a milestone for our
business.
“We positioned ourselves to secure the scheme and

Ross Markwell, Giovanni Asoni, Martin O’Connelley and Lee
Taylor, pictured from left to right, have secured promotions
within the commercial team

were successful in our bid back in 2019, at which point
no one could have predicted the outbreak of a global
pandemic.
“With the support of our client and supply chain
partners, as a collective we managed to navigate the
impact of COVID-19 and deliver our flagship project on
time and within budget.
“Now is the time to drive forward our plans and build
on this achievement.”
Strengthening the proven operational capabilities of
the civil engineering division is Steven Garrigan, who
has been appointed as divisional director.
Steven takes the reigns following his success as
project director for SSTC3 and builds on a 33-year
career in the industry working on an array of multimillion-pound projects.
He says: “There is huge change happening
throughout the North East and Yorkshire regions, and
having the right infrastructure forms a major part of this.
“The Government has pledged a combined
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£1.7 billion, via the City Region Sustainable Transport
Settlement programme, to combined authorities within
our operating area.
“This funding brings with it a vast amount of work to
be procured and delivered over the coming years, as
local authorities focus on improving the quality of their
transport networks.”
The Queen’s Award-winning company prides itself
on supporting the local economy and community
throughout each construction scheme.
Steven adds: “We are a local contractor capable of
delivering major civil engineering schemes.
“When our clients appoint us to deliver their projects,
they are, in turn, providing a boost to their area, as we
procure local supply and employ local labour.
“For example, £26 million was reinvested into
Sunderland and its surrounding areas through our
delivery of SSTC3, and as we secure larger schemes,
this will provide even more reinvestment across the
region.”
The operational team will be supported by Alan
Croft and Stephen McClean, with the pair promoted to
general civils construction manager and special projects
construction manager, respectively.
Elsewhere, the division’s work-winning abilities have
been boosted by the appointment of Steve Conn as
pre-construction director, Giovanni Asoni as estimating
director, and Ross Markwell as business development
director.
The combination of sector and regional knowledge
within the business development function, coupled with
the technical and estimating expertise, has seen the firm
recently land two significant contract wins worth more
than £40 million, notably, the Tyne Bridge restoration
and the Stockton waterfront regeneration scheme.
Steve Conn says: “I am focused on the technical
and design aspects of tendering and work winning,
particularly supporting the design process of two-stage
tenders and trying to drive the best value for our clients.
“The Tyne Bridge and Stockton waterfront contract
awards are major schemes for the North East, and we
are proud to be appointed as contractor for these two
iconic projects.

“Both provide a substantial boost to our portfolio and
our regional growth plans.”
The string of new appointments includes Lee Taylor
as commercial director for Esh’s housing infrastructure
division Lumsden & Carroll, as well as Norman Barnett,
who has been appointed as framework director with
the responsibility of managing the delivery of Esh’s
small works schemes with the Environment Agency and
Northumbrian Water Group.

Bolstering the
construction
team are,
from left to
right, Stephen
McClean, Steven
Garrigan, Alan
Croft and Steve
Conn

Finally, Martin O’Connelley has been appointed as
group commercial director for all Esh Construction
divisions.
Martin has 12 years’ experience within Esh’s civil
engineering division and is now tasked with driving
performance and collaboration across the wider group
as part of the new leadership team.
Stephen adds: “At Esh, we are proud of our ‘grow your
own’ culture, which allows people within our business to
develop and build their career with us.
“The knowledge, hard work and dedication of those
promoted – some of which have between ten, 15 and 20
years’ experience within the business – makes each of
them very worthy of their appointments.
“This new structure provides a strong platform for us
to execute our ambitious growth plans over the coming
years.”
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The future of the workplace – blending
work, design and community
The Lamp House, the latest addition to bustling Sandyford, Newcastle, is a new flexible
office and social space, borne out of an unhappy virtual working experience. Here, owner
Lisa Hart Shepherd talks through her take on hybrid working and why companies need to
provide flexibility and support to retain and motivate employees.
www.thelamphouse.co.uk
Instagram: the_lamp_house

The Lamp
House
-

For more
information about
The Lamp House,
how you could
benefit from its
facilities and
to book work
space, visit www.
thelamphouse.
co.uk, email
admin@
thelamphouse.
co.uk or call
07548 838164.

FOR THOSE OF US NOW FORTUNATE ENOUGH
to have the flexibility, hybrid and remote working has
become a major benefit we’re not willing to give up.
The saved time and money from removing commutes,
handling domestic duties on breaks and being able to
spend more time with our pets by our side are all major
pros of home working.
But, for many, there are also considerable downsides,
which often flip the balance to wanting to be in an office
location for at least two or three days a week.
On a practical level, home working can be difficult. It

isn’t without distraction - interruptions and temptations
- and some don’t have the physical space or budget for a
comfortable desk and chair, never mind the privacy.
The biggest downside is the absence of in-person
interaction, be it social, working together on projects or
running ideas past each other.
Informal coaching, on-the-job training and peer
support are all just easier in the same office.
On top of the interaction, some people like a physical
barrier between work and home – to switch off when
they leave the office and use the commute time to
decompress.
What’s important for all employers to recognise is that
every individual has different personal circumstances
and drivers.
To optimise mental and physical health and resulting
performance, having choice, flexibility and financial
support for your preferred way of working is a massive
bonus.
For Lisa Hart Shepherd, full-time remote working was
thrust upon her after selling her business to a major US
multinational.
After remote working had proven successful
throughout lockdowns, the new parent company
decided to reduce its office footprint and close smaller
locations - which included its Sandyford office, in
Newcastle, leaving its 55 staff stuck working at home on
a permanent basis.
Despite having a lovely home office, Lisa hated the
isolation, the constant Zoom calls and the repeated
muting and un-muting (when she remembered) as the
dog barked at deliveries or passers-by!
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She missed her colleagues and found it hard to stay
motivated.
When the offices were returned to her as the lease
ended at the end of 2021, she decided to leave the
parent company and convert the property into The
Lamp House, a new flexible working facility on Benton
Terrace, Sandyford Road.
The Lamp House has been created for those that want
to work in a positive office environment.
It provides every member, from freelancers to SMEs,
corporate remote workers and small corporate teams,
flexible space to work, relax, drink coffee and, hopefully,
license allowing, drink wine!
Lisa, and centre manager Wendy Fisher, worked
together to redesign the traditional office space into a

vibrant yet relaxed setting.
Warm colours, dark woods, soft furnishings, sofas,
armchairs and a bar are just a few of the features at the
new facility.
Community is key to success at The Lamp House.
Bi-weekly get-togethers over coffee, cake and the
occasional glass of wine to share stories, hearing about
other members’ journeys and the joy of face-to-face
chats allow members to build personal connections and
benefit from each other’s experiences.
But most important is the flexible business model –
easy in, easy out.
This enables people to try out the facility and see if it
helps them to thrive, and drop out and return to home
working at short notice if times get tough.
After opening in February, the centre now houses a
mix of co-workers and small businesses.
It has also provided an overflow facility for the local
language centre and professional services firms that
want additional meeting and training space, or a relaxed
place to have informal meetings with colleagues and
barista coffee.
The Lamp House has just opened an external garden
space to the rear of the building, aptly named The
Lamp Yard, and is in the process of expanding its coffee
services to include healthy food and a licensed bar.
The future of work is flexibility, and The Lamp House
is a perfect example of how individuals can blend home
and office working to have social interaction amid a
vibrant community.
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“The Recovery4Life team has
helped us navigate some very
complex cases and provided
exceptional service to our
colleagues in need”
- HR manager - leading global food manufacturing company

Are you happy with your
Occupational Health?
If not, get in touch with us for a confidential conversation.
Contact John, Alex or Lloyd on 0333 3448288

www.recovery4life.co.uk
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Hospitality
Report

A taste revolution
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With nights out and working from the
office becoming the norm again, the
popularity of street food has been
reignited.
Already on the rise before the
pandemic hit, food trucks, modified
horse boxes, independent shops and
cafes are re-emerging from two years of
closure, lockdowns and uncertainty.
Offering cheaper, often fun, new,
healthier options, and with young,
independent vendors eager to match
consumer demand for vegans and
vegetarians, in today’s fast-paced world,
it’s no wonder that eating on the go

Words by Colin Young

and experimenting with different tastes
and flavours has become increasingly
popular.
Across our towns and cities, a variety
of global cuisines, from Chinese, Indian,
Asian, American, Korean, Vietnamese
and many more are now available - not to
mention the British and local delicacies
- which offer fresh and healthier
ingredients without the fuss of going to a
restaurant.
This is just the beginning for street
food and, as Colin Young discovers, the
whole region is embracing this tasty
revolution.

Street life
As the region’s - and the UK’s - taste for street food
continues, Colin Young cleanses his palate and embarks
on a tour of some of Newcastle’s tastiest vendors, while
assessing the phenomenon’s ever-growing popularity
across the rest of the region.

4Did you know…
Earl Grey Tea was invented for Charles,
the second Earl Grey of Northumberland
and Prime Minister in the 1830s, to
offset the taste of lime in the water
at his country estate, Howick Hall in
Northumberland.
That for the launch of its vegan sausage
roll, Greggs sent journalists the new
snacks in mock iPhone packaging and
their stores sold sausage roll phone cases.
Founded in 1907 and based in Heaton,
Ringtons still delivers tea to more than
220,000 customers across the UK.
Newcastle Brown Ale, once brewed
a stone’s throw from St James’ Park, is
owned by Dutch drinks giant Heineken,
now brewed in Yorkshire and is most
popular in the US.
Sports drink Lucozade was launched by
William Owen, a Newcastle pharmacist in
1927, the same year as Newcastle Brown
Ale, as ‘Glucozade’.

Used in hospitals throughout Britain to
aid people recovering from illness, it was
renamed Lucozade two years later.
In 1905, Thomas Fentiman, an
iron puddler, accepted the recipe of
botanically brewed ginger beer as
security for a loan and as it was never
repaid, started producing ginger beer
himself, delivering it door-to-door.
The Fentimans logo still shows his
beloved dog Fearless, who won the
obedience class at Crufts twice in the
1930s.
All these amazing historical insights among many, many others - are delivered,
within three hours, on the on-foot foodie
tour of Newcastle, with Newcastle Tour
Company guide Anna Unger.
But it’s not the facts which stand out,
for all German-born Geordie Anna’s
insatiable appetite for research into her
adopted city and its food history.
It is the tastes she has unearthed too.

‘Come Hungry’ warns the website,
and rightly so, for Anna has created a
delicious menu on foot, catering for
all tastes, and celebrating Newcastle’s
eclectic and thriving street food scene.
It is one of ten available from
Newcastle Tour Company, which started
with a pub tour and recently took a group
of German heavy metal fans to a broomriding lesson at Alnwick Castle.
Alex Jacobs, Newcastle Tour Company
founder, says: “Experiential tourism and,
thus experiences, are totally on-trend, and
our street food tour delivers on just that.
“Perfect for individuals, groups,
corporate teams and more, this tour
takes in some of the best places across
Newcastle city centre, including
favourites such as Grainger Market and
Quayside but, even here, we take foodies
to some hidden gems of local and
world foods – all with their own unique
story to tell!”
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The food tour starts at Grey’s
Monument - fitting given the Earl’s view
of the city and what it now offers - and
a short walk to the Naked Deli, which is
next to one of the city’s busiest Greggs.
A South Korean beef wrap awaits,
bulging with healthy black rice,
vegetables and coleslaw, and which is
thankfully split between the foodies, who
are reminded they have a full afternoon
and fuller bellies to negotiate.
The next stop is Fenwick’s Food Hall
- a building and company bursting with
stories and nostalgia - where locals and
visitors have been known to spend many
hours and pennies.
The target is the Saltwater Food
Company and its oyster range, but you
have to negotiate the isles bulging with
local produce to get there, offering Anna
the opportunity to introduce the likes of
Ringtons, Fentimans and the countless
local brewers and gin distillers that have
reached the Fenwick shelves and fridges.
The oysters are ready and waiting
before the Saltwater Food Company
opens for service and today the fresh
produce named Lindisfarne, Cumbrae
(Ayrshire) and Butley Creek (Suffolk) are
ready to be opened for the tourers, who
are handed helpful tasting notes before
choosing.
It has to be Lindisfarne - a faint sense
of sea breeze to the nose, a silky taste
of delicate butter with a hint of melon
and a long, clean metallic finish - our
server Dave advises we chew the freshly
delivered oyster, adding lemon and their
own tasty relish to the shell.
We could stay there all day, but
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dumplings and South Korean twirly
potatoes are on offer in Grainger Market
- first opened in 1835 and the UK’s only
market hall still open for its original
purpose, as Anna informs - and home to
an abundance of fresh fruits, meats and
seafood, which will surprise any new
visitor to the city, and continues to take
your breath, and tastes, away.
The Dumplings and Buns and the
Soju & Gogi stalls sit opposite the fresh
seafood and fish fridges, yet those
colourful iced enticements from the
North Sea are a world away from the
tastes which await on the other side of
the aisle.
First, delicate experts handle, then
hand over, the Chinese dumplings
and dumpling buns, which come with
a mixture of fillings, before we move
through Asia and down the aisle to
sample a cumin-flavoured potato on a
stick - or lunch-on-the-go in downtown
Seoul.
Anywhere that can offer ‘a banana
habanero in-house sauce created in
conjunction with the legend Mr Vikki’ is
worth a visit and the tour duly obliges,
with the town’s chicken wing kings at Hen
and Hops in High Bridge.
The place captures the spirit of street
food in this city.
From there, it’s time to take the palate
on a welcome walk and to the sweeter
side of the Toon’s food and drink story,
with pastries and breads from two of the
leading exponents in the trade, Pink Lane
Coffee, in Pink Lane, or Pure Knead, on
Dean Street.
In our case, the cinnamon bun and tea

Alex Jacobs
Founder
Newcastle Tour Company
www.newcastletourcompany.com
“Experiential tourism and, thus
experiences, are totally on-trend,
and our street food tour delivers on
just that.
“We take foodies to some
hidden gems of local and world
foods – all with their own unique
story to tell!”

Councillor
Alan Marshall
Cabinet member for economy
Darlington Borough Council
“The market hall has a proud
place in Darlington’s heart, but
it has changed throughout its
history to keep up with trends
and the needs of customers and
traders.
“This upgrade is no different,
the market needs to be brought
into the 21st century and reflect
modern retail offers and the
move towards dining and leisure
as a focus for many people
visiting our town centre.”
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in Pink Lane was a well-deserved treat.
Before we finish with a couple of the dozens of local ales,
ciders and spirits on offer in the Red House beneath the Tyne
Bridge, we head to the Quayside’s new hidden gem, I Scream For
Pizza, where the Lamb Fender pizza slice sits alongside the New
York-inspired ice cream deli.
The tour will always be welcome, says manager Helen Khedri.
She says: “A lot of people associate street food with pizza,
but we’ve branched out into ice cream, and we make everything
from scratch.
“And, as we only opened in September, it is good to welcome

people on the tour here and show our products and share our
passion for pizza and ice cream.
“We have seen a real change in how people want to eat on a
night out; they want the ‘grab-and-go’ aspect, and that works
really well for us.
“A lot of people want to walk along the Quayside as they eat
and be outside.”
The Newcastle food tour is a mere taste of the vast array of
street outlets, in all shapes and forms, which have emerged
across the entire North East, and the country.
Street food has become a key ingredient in city centre
developments, and any local initiatives, festivals and events.
Its rejuvenation has coincided with the end of lockdowns and
reawakening, redefining and reimagining of our tastes and needs
while socialising.
The Food Pit, in Durham City, introduced street food with an
indoor eating option in the new Riverwalk development before
the pandemic, and most of the vendors, including Thai and
Greek huts, have returned since the area reopened for business.
The popular Durham Sausage Company branched out into its
own premises nearby last year.
Darlington’s street food hall opened last year in the Victorian
Market and has proved a popular addition to the town, hosting
up to 250 people with live music events to complement the food
stalls and bar area.
A new, glass-covered temperate garden will also soon be
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installed to its exterior.
Hayden Ferriby, commercial director for market operators
Market Asset Management, says: “Shoppers are looking for
more experiential dining choices, they want to try something
new and out of the norm.
“While we will continue to proudly support our fantastic
independent traders, our ambitions for Darlington Market are
for it to become a destination for shoppers and diners in the
region and beyond, a place to come not just to shop and eat
but to spend time enjoying live music with friends – all of which
extends the dwell time of a visit to the town, particularly in the
evenings when the building was previously redundant.
“Markets and shopping centres around the country are making
the change to include street food halls alongside competitive
leisure and independent retail, it’s the fastest growing sector
in the UK, and it’s a recognition that shopping and dining has
changed for good.
“People need new reasons to come out to town centres and
markets, and street food provided by the best independent local
traders is proving to be a key draw for customers.
“As well as its amazing food and independent retail offering,
we are proud of Darlington Markets’ burgeoning reputation as a
community events venue, including hosting the North East final
of the Young Traders Market for the first time on July 23.”
Councillor Alan Marshall, cabinet member for economy at
Darlington Borough Council, adds: “The market hall has a proud
place in Darlington’s heart, but it has changed throughout its
history to keep up with trends and the needs of its customers
and traders.
“This upgrade is no different, the market needs to be brought
into the 21st century and reflect modern retail offers and the
move towards dining and leisure as a focus for many people
visiting our town centre.”
Although STACK in Newcastle succumbed to office buildings,
its sister building in Roker, Sunderland, continues to thrive,
and the new Riverside Sunderland development will include a
transformation of grade-II listed stables at Sheepfolds, which is
set to house eight new venues to deliver an exciting food, drink
and leisure complex.
Plans also include a large open-air yard for pop-up events and
stalls.
And if they are not under a permanent roof, street vendors
are hitting the road in their converted vehicles and can be
seen regularly at annual, and now very much established, food
festivals in the likes of Seaham, Bishop Auckland and Consett,
County Durham.
There are dedicated websites and podcasts acknowledging
the explosion in the street food scene and tracking the
whereabouts of the most popular meals on wheels, from the
esteemed Acropolis (delivering from Grainger Market) to
Sedgefield’s Impeccable Pig Van. And it all means our fascination
with street food is only going to keep on driving forwards - and
at pace.
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A taste of
something new
www.hairybikers.com

.

@HairyBikers

.

Si King

Words by Colin Young
Photography by Ben Benoliel
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The nation’s food habits and choices are evolving and diversifying, and the North
East is leading the revolution. Street food was already becoming more than just
a fad before the pandemic and is gaining momentum again as our high streets,
restaurants, bars and hotels reopen. Across the region, and in fact the whole
country, local authorities are embracing the street food scene. Street food has
brought a vibrancy to the eating experience and an excitement created by the
sights, sounds and smells from a broad spectrum of cuisines. For nearly 20 years,
popular TV travelogue chefs the Hairy Bikers have raved about street food to
their millions of BBC viewers, and a good number more through their cookbooks.
So when Si King - one half of the famous culinary biking duo - approached the
city of Sunderland about hosting a food and music festival, how could it say no?
Here, Colin Young speaks to Si to get a taste of the street food scene.

4The Hairy Bikers have been travelling
the globe on their motorcycles for nearly
20 years.
Si King, from Kibblesworth, Tyne
and Wear, and Barrow-in-Furness-born
Dave Myers met on a TV set, formed an
immediate bond, then convinced the BBC
to let them film a travelogue across the
North of England and won millions of fans
almost overnight.
The looks, the laughs and the leathers
have kept them on our screens, and their
adaptation to healthier cooking and
lifestyles has maintained their place as the
nation’s favourite cooking couple.
And with the pair taking a break from
filming for the year, Si has got on his bike
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- literally - to bring some of his favourite
street foods to the North East.
He started with the Soul Food and Music
Festival - which included the Souled Out
Music Festival - across a June weekend in
Sunderland.
The event, sponsored by Sunderland
City Council and Sunderland’s Business
Improvement District (BID), was Si’s
brainchild - he handpicked the food
vendors, including Scream For Pizza,
Dosa Kitchen, burger specialists One
Dining, Caribbean food from The Calabash
Tree, and Nan Bei, which sells Chinese
dumplings.
And he performed with his group, The
King Cush Band, in afternoon sessions on a

Keel Square stage.
“I’ve never been nervous about cooking,”
he says.
“We served three-and-a-half thousand
people in a huge theatre in New York City,
and it didn’t touch the sides because we
knew what we were doing.
“And I’ve always got my best mate next
to me saying, ‘you’ve forgotten the recipe
again, haven’t you?’, and I’m going, ‘I have
no idea what I’m doing!,’ but that’s what
we love.
“We’re natural performers, but I
definitely get nervous before I go on stage
and play with the band.
“There’s no complacency with that - we
can blag the cooking and have a laugh and

www.hairybikers.com
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Si King
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get away with it, but not with the music
we play.
“And we’ve not made it any easier for
ourselves with five-piece harmonies and a
full brass section.
“It’s like the North East Fugees - it’s
hilarious. I love it.”
He may have been studiously bashing
away in the background on stage on
the old Vaux site in mid-June, but the
percussionist wants to sing from the
rooftops about the North East food scene
too.
The Souled Out event was one of his
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gifts and it attracted hundreds of visitors to
Sunderland city centre over three mainly
sunny days, acting as a literal taster of
what is to come for the area.
The transformation of Sunderland
continues at tremendous pace and,
following the opening of the Fire Station
performance venue at the turn of the year
and the nearby City Hall, there are plans to
develop the listed Stables at Sheepfolds,
concentrating on areas for outdoor music
and food.
Proposals at the former Crowtree
Leisure Centre site include a food hall too.
And the festival allowed Si to bring
some eclectic tastes ‘home’ to a willing and
hungry audience.
He says: “It was a wonderful opportunity
to promote great produce and food which
is cooked incredibly well; what better way
to do that and to say this is who we are?
“We know how to party up in the North
East like nowhere else in the country - and
I don’t care what any other part of the
country says.
“When we party, it’s ‘Where the Wild
Things Are’.
“It’s great because we are good at it;
hospitality and warmth and kindness
are tantamount to the character and
personalities that we are in the North East.
“Through music, through our culture and
through food we showcase our identity,
and I’m enormously proud of it.
“Dave and I did a programme about the
North and this whole area, and what we
found is that there’s an eclectic community
supporting a culture of international street
foods across the region, and in fact right
across the country.
“Seeing a load of vendors all the way
through the city centre of Sunderland was
epic.
“It had that sense of hearing and seeing
and smelling first and then eating some
great food; that’s how it works.
“We’re very careful about
recommendations because what we like is
always so subjective, but it doesn’t matter.
“You know what Dave and I are like, we
don’t care what we eat, it could be egg and

www.hairybikers.com

chips, as long as it’s good eggs and great
potatoes.
“It’s about the love and care and
simplicity of things, but it could also be the
love and care and complication of things
and everything else in between.
“We’ve been four-and-a-half times round
the world on motorcycles, and if there
is one thing I’ve learnt, just because you
don’t understand something and it’s not
particularly your culture, there’s absolutely
no reason to take the moral high ground
because you don’t understand it.
“World music, different cultures and
the application of faiths around food and
celebrations - you don’t need to be afraid
of them.”

.

@HairyBikers

Finding unhindered support from
leading figures in the city, such as council
leader Graeme Miller and Sunderland BID
chief executive Sharon Appleby, also gave
Souled Out significant momentum, Si says.
“People came and could taste, hear,
smell and see things happening,” he says.
“That’s incredibly important; it was such
a privilege to bring this to Sunderland.
“Sunderland has never lost its character
and its personality, but it has lost its way
of telling everyone about its character and
personality.
“Everybody involved from the city was
really excited about what we wanted to
bring.
“When we had the initial conversations,

.

Si King

they said, ‘you are good at what you do, we
know it will be a quality event, let’s do it’.
“There was also an understanding that
things have to be for everybody; you can’t
price people out of things.
“We have loads of ideas that we can
bring to the city centre, but it’s pointless if
people are not going to support us.
“And you can feel that there’s a real
willingness and desire for these type of
events in what is going to be a worldleading city on the North East coast.
“The council is putting together other
events across the summer, which will give
people a new enthusiasm for the city that
is tangible.”
There is no doubt the food and catering
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industry has changed dramatically since
the Hairy Bikers first zoomed on to our
screens in 2004; they have launched
an online weight-loss programme and
the contents and ingredients of their
26 cookery books over the years have
evolved.
The North East continues to produce
little gems, as well as exemplary
local produce, and Si is satisfied that
independents will continue to thrive.
And with his close friend and sidekick
sidelined by the cancer treatment he
announced earlier this year - “he’s going
canny”, says Si - he plans to take the music
and food extravaganza to other locations
and build on the success of the Sunderland
event.
He says: “Given our geography, the
main frustration for me in the North East is
that we don’t shout about it quite as much
as we should, and there isn’t a cohesive
strategy that promotes the whole region,
and I mean a proper cohesive strategy.
“If you look at the comparison with
Cumbria or North Yorkshire, or the
whole of Yorkshire, for instance, they
are incredibly adept at promoting their
produce and what they do with it.
“In the North East, we still have that
’steady on, calm down, let’s just gan canny’
attitude.
“People are trying, which is good, but
the endeavour needs to be more rooted in
reality with real co-ordination.
“I am enormously pleased about what is
going on in the North East and that there is
a healthy culture and subculture of food.
“It is of a good quality, which sometimes
doesn’t translate to the restaurant trade
but certainly does in terms of street
vendors.
“The level of innovation and creativity
for all of that is really encouraging.
“At the minute, I just think there are a
couple of city centres particularly that are

flagging, and they need a bit of love.
“And the way you do that is reduce rates,
so people can make a living out of the
products and food they make.
“But until there is a legislative willingness
to do any of that, we will continue to
struggle.
“All you can do is try, and I am not here
to criticise but to support and encourage.
“We can always do better because
the food industry is ever-evolving and
dynamic, so you have to keep ahead of the
curve.”
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Recruitment is a two-way street
HR expert Louise Kennedy is reframing the current recruitment challenges businesses are
facing, to show that securing top talent is as much about the candidate choosing you as it is
you choosing them.
www.oculus-hr.co.uk
@OculusHr

IT’S A CONVERSATION EVERYONE IN BUSINESS
is having: we’re struggling to recruit. It’s difficult to
attract talent to fill our vacancies.

Oculus HR
-

Oculus HR is
passionate about
supporting
organisations
to revolutionise
their recruitment
processes
– whether
it’s writing a
recruitment pack,
evaluating how
visions and values
are portrayed,
or providing
stimulating
interview
templates.
To find out more
about how Louise
and Oculus HR
can support you
to recruit highquality talent,
visit www.oculushr.co.uk, email
louise@oculus-hr.
co.uk or call 0191
305 5188.

The problem
According to figures published in June by the Office
for National Statistics, the North East was the only
region in the UK where the employment rate had
decreased compared to the same period this time last
year, with employment down 0.3 percentage points.
Furthermore, for the three months ending April
2022, the highest unemployment rate estimate in the
UK was in the North East (5.2 per cent).
It’s clear that hiring rates are down in the North
East.
Working with organisations across different sectors,
from charities to pharmaceuticals and consulting, has
given me an insight into the recruitment challenges
we are all facing.
All sectors are struggling to find people to fill their
jobs.
Why is this? Well, there are a few factors.
Some are out of employers’ control, whether it’s a
dwindling workforce due to Brexit, a skills shortage
or a lack of employability awareness from school and
college leavers.
However, a lot of the problem arises because
employers aren’t doing enough to attract and retain
top talent.
It’s time to reframe the way we look at recruitment
to take back control.
The solution
So, how can employers mitigate recruitment
challenges?
To simplify the problem, there are two key areas
you need to get right: attraction and HR processes.
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Attraction
Start from the beginning. Review your recruitment
strategy and ask yourself whether your offer, and how
you convey it, is appealing to candidates.
Create a comprehensive recruitment pack that acts
as the ‘face’ of your recruitment.
This needs to be more than just a job description and
person specification.
It should paint the full picture of your organisation,
including your values, the aims and goals of your
company, and the benefits of working with you.
Draw candidates into the conversation by making
your vision public and easy to access – if a candidate
can clearly see the type of organisation they’re joining,
they’ll be more likely to want to come on board.
You can do this by conveying your values in all your
company collateral; focus on your website, recruitment
pack and socials as three important attraction tools.
The messaging of these should create a strong brand
identity and make people want to work for you.
Be explicit about standards and expectations,
while also making the benefits of working for your
organisation clear for candidates.
The attraction process isn’t just about getting the
applications in, it’s also about closing the deal.
Follow through consistently to the interview stage
by ensuring the assessment process mirrors the
information you shared when advertising the job.
Match up your vision, values and business ethos
to assess these in your interview questions and show
candidates your values are more than empty words.
After all, it’s a job seekers market, so you need to sell
yourself to candidates.
Consider the induction process as the final stage
in the journey of attraction, where you convince the
employee that they’ve made the right career move.
Have a thorough and supportive onboarding process
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aligned to the values from which you recruited the
employee at interview.
Induction is so much more than just giving new
starters a computer and some paperwork and saying
‘go’.
Nurture and empower your employees from the
start and facilitate the building of new relationships, so
they are part of a strong network and have the tools to
succeed.

• Working practices. Make it clear what the
expectations from your employees are. Include details
of probation periods and the appraisal process,
development opportunities and whether you offer
flexible working

HR processes
Getting employees in the door at your business is no
longer enough.
You need to keep them coming back too. After all, it
costs time and money to recruit.
Retention is all about consistency.
HR processes that support employees throughout
their journey will ensure your employees receive the
experience you sold to them during attraction.
Make your HR support transparent and consistent.
Consider whether you need to refresh any
management training to ensure all managers are
coherently delivering the same message.
More than just a formality, the employee handbook
is a valuable communication resource that shapes your
employees’ experience.
Carrying through from your recruitment pack, a
strong handbook will reflect your organisation’s culture,
values, policies and procedures.
Some important factors to consider in your employee
handbook are:

Compressive HR processes are something you can
shout about during your attraction stage.
Get your processes right and it will reflect well on
your company values, all helping to draw people into
your company.
Ultimately, positive HR processes should underpin
your recruitment strategy and provide the backbone for
employee engagement.
With all this in place, and with clear expectations
and measured goals, employees are genuinely happy,
engaged and passionate about working for your
organisation.
They become advocates and champion your
business, which is social proof to convince candidates
you are an employer of choice.
When there’s a positive attitude in the workplace, the
energy from your existing employees is contagious for
newcomers.

• Perks. We all like to be rewarded. Employees want
to know whether their hard work will be rewarded
beyond their salary and holiday

Remember, it’s not just about choosing a candidate –
they are choosing you too.
Any recruitment conversation is a two-way street.

• Wellbeing. Do you have a wellbeing policy? What
does it involve? It’s increasingly important to support
employees’ mental health in the workplace, so
a wellbeing policy is something that a lot of job
searchers will prioritise
• Bullying and harassment. It’s not the easiest topic
to talk about, but it sadly happens in the workplace.
Having a policy in place assures employees that you
care about their safety
• Healthcare and insurance. What are your employees
entitled to? Explain how you can help them to stay
healthy and well
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A network built to bring opportunities
As the region’s largest and best engineering and manufacturing show - EMCON - ticks ever closer,
Engineering & Manufacturing Network assesses the event’s importance, while highlighting its own
value to the sectors.
www.emn.org.uk
@EMNetworkNE

TAKING AN IDEA FROM INITIAL SPARK TO REALITY
is something many of us struggle with.
There are numerous reasons, from simply having the
time, through to know-how and resource.
In 2015, a group of business leaders, alongside
Business Durham, sat down and discussed the lack of
support for engineering and manufacturing companies
in our region.
There was, of course, focus on specific sectors but
nothing that encompassed the wider scope covered by
the businesses in our great region.
And so an idea was formed.
Seven years on, and Engineering & Manufacturing
Network has delivered on all of its initial goals,
bringing together a truly collaborative network that
shares business opportunities and initiatives, alongside
finding support on very specific day-to-day issues that
get in the way of our normal nine-to-five routine.
David Land, chairman since the very beginning,
says: “We are incredibly proud of what has been
built, and are frequently informed we have created
something very special with a unique ethos of trust
and true collaboration.”
The network has been awarded many accolades
over the years including, most recently, best in SME
support services 2022.
Operations director Ben Gilhespy says: “This is a
real testament to the businesses we work with, the
region we hold dear, and the hard work of all of those
involved, to not only have built such a solid foundation
but to continue to evolve as our sector moves
forward.”
The day-to-day operations of the network are only
part of the activity undertaken, which also includes
delivery of the region’s biggest and best engineering
and manufacturing show - EMCON.
EMCON has existed for 14 years since its inception
as Oktoberfest.
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EMCON
-

For more
information about
EMCON, and to
hear from past
exhibitors and
visitors about
their experiences,
visit www.emcon.
show

Engineering and Manufacturing Network took
ownership of the show and has continued to support
its evolution ever since, including its return in 2021,
at which point it was the first show back following
COVID-19 restrictions.
The network itself continued to grow during the
pandemic, supporting its members each and every
day.
The resilience shown by members was staggering,
and the desire to get EMCON back up and running in

2021 was evident by all who engaged.
Reports are still being heard about EMCON 21,
including from returning gold sponsor of this year’s
show Hexagon, a global leader in sensor, software and
autonomous solutions.
Hexagon increased its presence at the show in
2021 following previous attendance alongside partner
the University of Sunderland, itself a member of
Engineering & Manufacturing Network since its
foundation.
Hexagon’s attendance resulted in more than
£1 million in enquiries from the day, a truly significant
sum that highlights the quality of its service and the
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benefits of exhibiting.
Business Durham will also return as a gold sponsor,
having been instrumental in the show’s delivery since
inception.
Its presence as the business support service for
Durham County Council shows the importance placed
not only in supporting our local economy, but also
in the creation of more and better jobs, something
which the current issues around talent retention and
recruitment ensure are never far from the front of our
minds.
The show attracts more than 100 exhibitors and
between 800 and 1000 visitors across the day, this
year being held on September 8 at Glow (formerly
Xcel) in Newton Aycliffe, County Durham.
In addition to the exhibitors, there has been a
tradition of providing excellent seminars on a wide
range of topics.
The last few years have seen presentations by
Stadler Rail, Nexus, Heather Mills and the North East
Maintenance Forum.
And this year will be no different, with an excellent
line-up being prepared, which will be entirely relevant
to our sector.
Kaye Collins stresses the importance of such shows
to the sector.
She says: “The ability to showcase your products
and services in a relaxed yet professional environment
is critical to support businesses into new markets

and clients.
“EMCON’s success is in part down to the way it
is delivered, which is modelled on many of the big
southern shows, with professionalism being the key
word.
“Every aspect is carefully planned and delivered to
ensure all who attend realise their expectations.
“The fact so many who have previously exhibited
return year-on-year, or increase their presence with
bigger stands or sponsorship, shows the value they
find in being here.”
An example of such is Valuechain/Fitfactory, which
specialises in making digital simple for manufacturers
and removing potential stumbling blocks from
engaging with the increased technologies we see
around us.
It attended in 2021 as an exhibitor, having
experienced the show before, and following on from
that success immediately booked as a gold sponsor.
It is joined by The Plastic Furniture Company, which,
along with partner companies Apollo Plastics and B2B
Injection Moulding, will be bringing experience of
delivering all things plastic, irrespective of the volume
required or manufacturing techniques needed.
That’s begs the question; why you should visit?
Surely a better question is; why wouldn’t you?
You could spend months travelling the UK looking
for the type of opportunities you will find in just one
concentrated day at EMCON.
You will find suppliers, buyers, experts and
undoubtedly old friends, in what is also a great day of
networking with our region’s best.
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Floating Board for Funky Chunky Furniture
Growth in scaling businesses can often be stifled due to the difficulty of being able to find and afford
experienced directors across each function. When Funky Chunky Furniture’s Kevin Johnston sought
external support to help his company cope with growth demands, he turned to Durham-based 		
IA Growth and its innovative Floating Board Support.
www.iagrowth.co.uk
@IaGrowth

BRINGING IN EXTERNAL BUSINESS SUPPORT CAN BE
a costly process.
It is often a drain on cashflow. There are a range of
options on offer.
If it is funded support, it tends to be a short-term
intervention based on 12 hours of generic support, and
may not be targeted enough to suit the needs of the
organisation.
One traditional route is to engage with an experienced
business director in a non-executive capacity.
Typically, however, each non-executive director has
their own specialism and sometimes cannot support the
full gamut of growth requirements.
This leads to a collection of people around the table,
which can prove to be costly in the short-term.
Another path often tread is to bring in a business
consultant.
Consultancy fees for quality strategy consultants can
be well in excess of £1000 per day.
Indeed, research from NEDBoard suggests average
fees for non-executive director engagements to be
£15,000 to £25,000 per annum for attending one board
meeting per month.
Top-level, proven strategic visionary talent is difficult
to find, attract, recruit and retain.
The current well-documented challenges in the jobs
market have led to a scarcity of well-qualified director
level support.
It has also driven up the cost, meaning they have
become out of reach financially for many SMEs.
Without a conventional board in place delivering
sound business planning, prudent financial management
and the correct level of challenge, organisations struggle
to attract the right level of investment for their growth.
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So, what can entrepreneurs, business owners and
directors do?
Kevin Johnston, of Funky Chunky Furniture [pictured,
above, right, with IA Growth director Graham Sleep],
was faced with this dilemma in 2017.
Funky Chunky Furniture had been trading for four
years and was based in a small ‘boat-house’ on the Tyne,
with a turnover of around £250,000 per annum and ten
people.
Discussions about a potential move to larger premises
were underway, but the company knew it had to make
operational changes to cope with, and satisfy, demand.
Key questions Funky Chunky Furniture needed fast
answers to were:
• What do we need to improve on?
• Where?
• When?
• And how?

Business_
Advertising feature_IA Growth

These were all new challenges for a burgeoning
furniture maker; it simply didn’t know what it didn’t
know.
And as soon as it didn’t know the answers to these
questions, or necessarily how to get to the ‘next-level’, it
had to bring in some additional help.
The company was recommended to speak to Graham
Sleep, director of IA Growth, to see if he could help
move it in the right direction, and enable it to cope with
the demands placed on a fast-growing e-commerce
business.
After developing an initial 12-month plan, which
helped increase turnover in the short-term, Kevin knew
he needed further expansive support to bring the longerterm ambitions to fruition.
This is where he utilised the support of the IA Growth
Floating Board.
This three-year relationship meant Funky Chunky
Furniture grew turnover by more than ten times, all while
maintaining levels of profitability in relation to sales.
Originally, the business was built around the highly
acclaimed ‘Funky Chunky Floating Shelves’ to maintain
efficiencies.
The company also moved from three third-party sales
channels to one, and expanded into multiple ranges of
furniture to further align with its brand values.
IA Growth gave support and advised on strategic
sales development, financial planning and controls,
operational issues and development of a leadership
team, as well as bringing direct challenge and the ability
to proactively identify risks, allowing the business to
maintain consistent and sustained year-on-year growth.
Kevin says: “Over the three years of IA Growth’s
support, we have stabilised in a new facility, positioned

and developed our brand, and recruited and developed a
leadership team.
“We now employ just under 50 people, and we did
all this without bringing in external investment, which
perhaps would have been an easier option.
“Based on what we had seen before, IA Growth had a
business proposition that was unique.
“Their approach suited us very well, providing us with
the equivalent of three non-executive directors.
“It was a no-brainer, and the results speak for
themselves.
“The fact they were willing to risk some of their own
fees based on their capability to deliver growth tells you
everything you need to know about them.
“I am a different business owner now than when we
first worked with them.
“They are quietly confident in who they are and what
they do.
“This has now rubbed off on me, and will allow me to
take a greater lead for the next phases of growth.”

IA Growth
-

Floating Board
Support is an
innovative way
IA Growth helps
business owners
on their journey
and avoids
impacting on key
resources, such
as people and
cash.
For more information, please
contact Graham
Sleep on enquiries@iagrowth.
co.uk or visit
www.iagrowth.
co.uk
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Industry reignited
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When Sahaviriya Steel Industries (SSI UK)
rescued the former Redcar Corus plant in
2011, it wasn’t just the fires of its famous
blast furnace that were rekindled.
The deal too reignited the Teesside
employment landscape, and promised
a similarly catalytic impact across its
economy.
And when the Thai-based firm
subsequently smashed a succession of
production records, making millions of
tonnes of steel slab for customers across
Europe, the US and Thailand, it looked
like a new industrial aeon beckoned.
However, the business never made a
profit, and when financial support could

Words by Steven Hugill

no longer provide a sticking plaster
to slumping industry prices and steel
dumping, a dark shadow eclipsed its new
dawn in late 2015, causing thousands of
job losses.
Now, though, comes fresh hope.
The Teesworks scheme, led by Tees
Valley Mayor Ben Houchen, is razing
the site, replacing rusting edifices with
modern factories focused on low-carbon
projects he says will deliver a new wave
of employment for decades to come.
A number of companies have already
committed to the venture, with others
believed to be in discussions about
investing in the sprawling site.

From steel to
sustainability
The Redcar blast furnace has long stood as an icon of
Teesside’s iron and steel industry. But soon it will be
no more, as bulldozers converge to make space on the
former SSI UK base for the Teesworks hub. Here, Steven
Hugill tours the vast site to witness the transformation.

4The traffic lights linger interminably
on red.
The route beyond is clear, but the
bright scarlet circle - accompanied by a
siren’s tinny wail - remains resolute.
Like the bustling rail line that crisscrosses our path, but which now heads
into wasteland speckled with pink valerian
wildflower, we’re going nowhere.
The scene epitomises perfectly the
Teesworks development around which
we’re travelling.
When Sahaviriya Steel Industries
(SSI UK) collapsed in October 2015,
the sprawling works site - in the main
- quickly fell idle, the stop sign erected
on thousands of jobs and centuries of
Teesside heritage.
However, as witnessed from our
vantage point in a Teesworks-branded
Land Rover Defender, the potential of the
undulating ribbon of land - sandwiched
between the River Tees and the Eston

Hills, whose iron ore first fuelled the
area’s global commercial standing - never
waned.
But, as with our enforced wait, it
remained frustratingly out of reach.
When the blast furnace fires dimmed,
and discussions looked to the future, a
major stumbling block quickly emerged.
A significant 870-acre parcel of land
- key to any redevelopment - sat in the
hands of three banks in SSI UK’s native
Thailand.
Keen for a return on their deal, the
lending houses dug their heels in.
What followed was a prolonged tug-ofwar, with Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen
- a talented rugby player in his youth rucking with finance bosses to wrest the
estate under the control of his South Tees
Development Corporation.
After numerous false-starts, a deal was
struck in 2020, and with other agreements
- including the capture of 1420 acres from
81
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Tata Steel Europe - the corroding base,
just up the way from the sandcastles and
lemon tops of Redcar seafront, was given
a new future.
Two years on, and where Teesside
sweat and steel once spurred the
Industrial Revolution, today, through
Teesworks, the area stands at the
vanguard of another seismic shift - the
switch to a cleaner and more sustainable
world.
And nowhere is the change better
reflected than on the patch of land where
the Dorman Long tower, the imposing
coal store synonymous with the region’s
steel and iron heyday, once climbed high
into the sky.
Razed to the ground last year, the
brutal, concrete edifice will soon be
replaced by SeAH Wind’s £400 million
wind turbine parts factory.
Excavators and rollers have remediated
and flattened the land, with construction
now underway on what bosses say will
be the “world’s largest monopile plant for
offshore wind turbines”.
Creating and supporting more than
2000 jobs, they say the plant - which will
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neighbour an existing Hanson cement
works, will make up to 150 monopiles
(large steel tubes that form turbine
foundations) every year.
Elsewhere, waste-to-energy firm
Circular Fuels is building a £150 million
factory to convert non-recyclable
household and industrial waste into
clean burning fuel, and the partnerbased Net Zero Teesside Power project,
spearheaded by BP, is primed to deliver
a gas-fired power station with carbon
capture and storage prowess.
Down by the river, huge cranes, armed
with thunderous piling hammers, are
creating the South Bank Quay.
Backed by £107 million from the UK
Infrastructure Bank’s first-ever investment,
the dock will provide one kilometre of
waterborne distribution capacity.
In another corner, up and over the
passenger rail line that cuts through
the industrial mass, a goliath of the
steelworks site is slowly being brought to
its knees.
Once a basic oxygen steel plant and
so integral to the production process,
the long, rectangular factory - based

near British Steel’s ongoing Lackenby
works - stands hollowed out, an army
of demolition teams reducing its might,
piece by individual piece.
On the other side of the vast expanse,
passing in the process road signs filmed
with dirt, and whose arrows have long
become redundant, another behemoth
stands at rest.
The blast furnace was once the
steelwork’s totem, an eternal flame that
represented not just Teesside industry but
the area’s passion for its craft and impact
on the world.
Now, though, the reddish brown
superstructure is more the focal point in a
huge garden of remembrance.
The roars of production have been
replaced by gentle birdsong, and a
chimney carrying SSI UK’s red and white
logo provides a fitting headstone for a
company that went up in smoke.
Close by, the innards of a coal injection
plant, fitted less than a decade ago at
a cost of £38 million to increase iron
production, lie exposed.
At its installation, SSI UK’s then chief
executive Phil Dryden likened it to the
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Teesworks at a glance
•S
 et across a 4500-acre expanse,
Teesworks is Europe’s largest
brownfield site and focused on
providing space for offshore
wind, clean energy, advanced
manufacturing and process
sector operators
• The development is the
UK’s biggest freeport, after
being handed the trade title
by former Chancellor - and
current Richmondshire North
Yorkshire MP - Rishi Sunak last
year. The Government says
freeports will allow businesses
to benefit from tax reliefs,
simplified customs procedures,
streamlined planning processes
and Westminster support to
promote regeneration and
innovation
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company moving from O-level iron and
steelmaking to PhD manufacturing.
A matter of months later, though, and
school was out for good, when SSI UK
collapsed into liquidation, the asset never
afforded a chance to showcase its true
potential.
Nearby, piles of twisted metal stand
ready for collection, sections of overhead
conveyors stop and start where chunks
have been chopped out, and square
concrete footprints provide the only trace
of stock houses and maintenance sheds.
Over at the Redcar Sinter Plant, which
heated coke, fine metals and iron ore
‘fines’ to feed the blast furnace, a side
section has been removed, revealing a
skeleton of interlinking steel columns.
Huge funnels flop on the ground, their
uniform circularity blasted away by the
might of explosives, the force of which
has also reduced a former bunker bay and
screenhouse to rubble.
What remains harks back to the good

times of yesteryear.
A painted sign, every bit mirroring
Teesside lingo, champions the base’s
‘Total Quality’.
The self-regard is echoed at the Redcar
Coke Ovens, which once burned coal to
make coke for iron and steelmaking, and
produced steam to generate power.
The ovens have cooled now, but
the firesome pride remains, with large
red letters, framed by a blue border
and presented in a patina-like effect,
proclaiming Redcar Coke as ‘The Quality
Product’.
When SSI UK collapsed, and the curtain
came down, the works’ creaking, rusting
hulks quickly took on the appearance of a
post-apocalyptic film set.
But with new protagonists writing a
fresh script, and the stage undergoing
serious transformation, the site will soon
be overseeing a new industrial chapter.
And among it all, Teesside will have the
chance to stand proud again.

• Companies that have already
agreed deals to open plants
on Teesworks include wind
turbine monopile maker SeAH
Wind, and waste-to-energy firm
Circular Fuels. BP is also leading
the partner-based Net Zero
Teesside Power venture
• The site includes the £2.1 million
Teesworks Skills Academy.
Delivered alongside Darlington
College, Hartlepool College
of Further Education, Learning
Curve Group, Middlesbrough
College Group, NETA Training
Group, Redcar & Cleveland
College, Stockton Riverside
College and Teesside University,
officials say it has already
worked with more than 4000
people and helped hundreds
into work
*Figures and statistics taken from www.teesworks.co.uk
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A flagbearer for change
www.teesworks.co.uk
www.teesvalley-ca.gov.uk/stdc
@TeesworksUK
@BenHouchen

Where the fires of Teesside iron and steelmaking once burned
brightly, work is today underway to blaze a new trail. Excavators
and explosives are razing iconic structures - including Redcar’s
revered blast furnace - to make way for the Teesworks clean energy
hub. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen
to learn more about the transformation, the importance of retaining
centuries of manufacturing heritage and why the area is ready to
lead the way globally again.

Words by Steven Hugill						

Photography by Ben Benoliel
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metaphor, is well on track, with the vast
steelworks expanse, latterly occupied
by SSI UK, being transformed into the
Teesworks clean energy hub.
Construction began in early July on
SeAH Wind’s £400 million wind turbine
parts factory, a ticker-tape reception
heralding the firm’s first-ever investment
outside its native South Korea in what
officials say will be the world’s largest
monopile manufacturing plant.
Elsewhere, Circular Fuels will convert
non-recyclable household and industrial
waste into clean burning fuel, and the Net
Zero Teesside Power project, spearheaded
by BP, is moving ever closer to delivering
a gas-fired power station with next
generation carbon capture and storage
capabilities.
And, says Tees Valley Mayor Ben
Houchen, the man at the wheel of the
change - and who navigated the Defender
across the works’ bumpy terrain to provide
North East Times with an exclusive tour there is much more to come.
He says: “We’re at a really interesting

4A white Land Rover Defender
accelerates up a concrete slipway,
stopping sharply on its shallow crest.
A patchwork of metal fills the
windscreen, criss-crossing beams exposed
through the remains of decaying grey
and brown sheeting, old industrial bones
creaking and groaning as a breeze whistles
through the structure’s peeling, rusting
skin.
Beyond its bare ribcage, the belly of
the beast, from where the fires of industry
once roared, is silent, all life permanently
extinguished.
The Redcar blast furnace, a fixture
across the town’s skyline for decades, and
shorthand for the glory days of Teesside
iron and steelmaking, will soon be no
more.
It’s the same story at nearby coke ovens.
Battered by explosives, buildings sag
helplessly forward like a former champion
athlete who, knowing the race is run,
awaits the next generation to pick up the
baton.
And that transition, to continue the
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phase at the moment.
“There is a lot of demolition going on;
the whole steelworks will be down by
October and we’re complementing that
with construction, which marks a big step
forward.
“The buildings we’re pulling down
have huge and significant historical
connotations - there has been an iron and

steel industry in this area for more than a
century.
“So to have things now rising from the
ground is really positive.
“It gives people confidence that the
journey and strategy is becoming real they can see it, touch it, smell it.”
And that tangibility, he says, is being
matched by interest in the sprawling
expanse, with previously-announced deals
supplemented by a perpetual stream of
international parties eyeing their own small
piece of Teesside.
He says: “We recently welcomed a
60-strong Saudi Arabian delegation,
and the Singaporean government, and a
number of investors, were here not too
long ago as well.
“We’ve almost got a semi-dedicated
team managing these visits, such is the
volume of interest.
“Some of it doesn’t lead to anything,
but those people are still going back to
their countries and talking about this site
and what is going on.
“And there is a lot going on.

“Nobody can compete with us on the
hard metrics - with our availability of
land and energy, our proximity to a deep
river, and our skills and wages - we blow
everyone else out the water.
“We’ve got half a dozen investors
that we’ve agreed terms with, and I
firmly believe that once SeAH’s spades
get deeper into the ground, a lot more
dominoes will start falling over.
“Over the next six to 12 months, I’d
expect at least two or three other major
construction projects to start.”
A chief catalyst in catapulting
Teesworks’ into the consciousness of
global investors is its Government-backed
freeport status.
Bestowed by former Chancellor Rishi
Sunak last year, the accreditation affords
tenants advantages such as tax reliefs,
simplified customs procedures and
streamlined planning processes.
And Mayor Houchen says it is already
having a considerable impact.
He says: “Freeport status has really
accelerated our momentum.

The steelworks’ former
basic oxygen steel plant,
as seen during North East
Times’ tour, is being pulled
down to make room for
cleaner developments

“Yes, things like the tax benefits
are attractive, especially for large
manufacturers, but it’s also the
Government buy-in.
“All the investors we speak to are
international, and being a freeport is a big
win.
“Investors see it as a seal of approval,
a symbol of something they want to be
connected with.
“As soon as Rishi announced our
freeport status, the enquiries went through
the roof.”
And such is the pace of progress,
reveals Mayor Houchen, that his growth
expectations - and those of the South Tees
Development Corporation, which was
founded in the summer of 2017 - are being
dramatically rewritten.
He says: “When we first announced our
strategy, it was a 25-year plan to create
20,000 jobs.
“But we’re already now saying it’s
probably a ten to 12-year plan.
“And, if a couple of the investors we are
speaking to come to fruition, it’s probably a
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Pictured, above, the former Redcar
blast furnace, once the scene of
bustling industry, now stands idle.
It is due to be demolished in the
coming weeks
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five to eight-year plan.
“That’s the momentum we’re carrying.”
The pace hasn’t always been so strong,
though, and neither has the journey been
without its challenges.
Following his election as Tees Valley’s
new regeneration boss in 2017, when
Mayor Houchen’s first wellington-booted
steps pressed down on the derelict
expanse, what he saw was a base shrouded
beneath a mourning veil.
For many, the site was Teesside
epitomised; it was pride, passion, an
imprint on the world.
It was generations of families, who, from
one to the next, ceremonially passed the

work ethic, the donkey jackets and the
hard hats down the tree to the latest in line.
But despite the fervent campaigns to
save Teesside steelmaking, and the anger
and rage at perceived Government inaction
(which still burns in many to this day), the
blast furnace flame flickered and died.
And for Mayor Houchen, the emotional
outpouring was compounded by a tussle
with three banks in SSI UK’s home country
of Thailand.
An 870-acre parcel of land - key to any
redevelopment - rested in their hands, and,
given the steelmaker’s demise, the finance
houses were more than a little reluctant to
part easily with their estate.
A lengthy battle ensued, with Mayor
Houchen eventually gaining access to the
expanse through a compulsory purchase
order in 2020.
And while the time taken to negotiate
the plot was lengthy, and no less vexing,
he says it provided an inadvertent release
valve that allowed people to properly
mourn the works’ passing, while having
time to accept its future.
He says: “Because I was first elected in
2017, I didn’t come with the baggage of the
closure, and you could say, in hindsight,
that the battle with the banks provided
some space to create a new story and take
the community along.
“On day one, people wanted the
steelworks back - there was huge anger
at the Government, there was huge anger
at the closure and huge pain for the 3500
people who lost their jobs across the plants
and the supply chain.
“It was a huge economic and personal
shock.
“Teesside, by and large, and certainly
Middlesbrough, only exists because of the
iron and steelworks.
“Middlesbrough was once a hamlet of a
dozen or so dwellings - the main place in
Teesside going right back to the Doomsday
Book was Yarm, which operated as a
market trading post on the river.
“Without iron and steel, we wouldn’t be
here today, and neither would I - my family
worked in agriculture in East Anglia before
moving to Teesside in 1810 because of the
Industrial Revolution.

“So what the time taken to complete the
compulsory purchase order allowed me
to do was speak to people, listen to their
frustrations and look back with them, while
also looking forward.
“And after months and months of
explaining the strategy, and being able to
demonstrate small wins along the way,
we’re now at a point where the large
part of the community are saying they’re
excited.
“I think we needed that period of
mourning; the fact the site didn’t move
straight into a new phase was quite
cathartic for the community.”
A central strand to the Teesworks
blueprint back then was to maintain the
area’s cherished status as an international
pioneer, channelling the spirit of its iron
and steel heydays to fashion a fresh - and
sustainably focused - epoch on the world
stage.
And with SeAH Wind’s factory emerging
from the ground, and other areas of the
industrial hub undergoing remediation to
deliver additional plants, those ambitions,
says Mayor Houchen, are crystallising.
He says: “We talk a lot about Teesside
steel having built the world - nine out of
the ten tallest buildings in the world have
Teesside steel in them.
“And then there’s the fantastic story of
cabinet war rooms next to the Treasury

being stamped with the name of (former
Teesside iron and steel firm) Dorman Long.
“It’s amazing to think Churchill’s
wargaming and events like Dunkirk and
D-Day were planned under the protection
of Teesside steel.”
“All of that makes what we’re doing
with Teesworks so poetic,” says Mayor
Houchen, who reveals SeAH Wind
is working with the Blyth-based ORE

Catapult to advance innovations.
He says: “We’re using the same skills
and some of the same technology, but in
a way that isn’t just leading in the UK, but
standing at the forefront internationally,
especially around things like hydrogen and
carbon capture and storage.
“There is a real poeticism in the carbon
capture and storage facility, because the
carbon is going to be buried in depleted oil
caverns that were polluting the world for
decades.
“The world, literally, is looking at us and
saying, ‘let’s see how this goes’, because
this could completely change how we
produce energy and decarbonise things
like gas.
“We previously had what is in effect the
British ambassador for Texas visit the site.
“He said all the big oil and gas
companies, which are headquartered in
Houston, are talking about Teesside and
looking at the carbon capture and storage
plant as a test bed to define what they will
look like going forward.
“If we succeed, it will allow gas
to be used in the long-term, but in a
decarbonised way, and they see that as
protecting their respective businesses
while matching the net-zero agenda.”
He adds: “There is nothing happening on
this scale elsewhere.
“We are the flagbearer for change.”
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Rebecca Robinson

Closing this month’s issue of North East Times Magazine,
Rebecca Robinson, centre manager at The Catalyst, reflects
on the Newcastle-based venue hitting full occupancy just
two years after opening, and how the base is bolstering the
region’s already strong reputation for innovation.
4Why has The Catalyst proven so popular with
organisations?
The Catalyst has been designed to be truly
collaborative, with grade A office space, meeting,
conference and event spaces, our fantastic on-site
café and breakout areas and pods for co-working.
It is an attractive proposition to many businesses
wanting to be at the heart of innovation in a multiaward-winning building.
During the design process, we carried out a high
level of community engagement to ensure The
Catalyst was fully accessible for all.
Throughout, we have integrated accessible design
details to allow those with mobility issues to navigate
the building with minimal support.
In addition to the specialist facilities and flexible
spaces on offer, the collaborative nature of our centre
has created a supportive environment to catalyse
world-changing ideas.

Feature

4How much has the presence of the National
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Innovation Centre for Ageing and the National
Innovation Centre for Data as anchor operators
helped attract companies to The Catalyst?
The National Innovation Centre for Ageing
and National Innovation Centre for Data are key
components to The Catalyst.
Put simply, they are the key to linking the
ecosystem together.
Aside from the building’s fascinating and
thoughtful design, the real draw is the ability to
collaborate, grow and develop new groundbreaking
ideas with support from the two innovation centres.
It is a truly unique opportunity and has created a
cluster of like-minded businesses, which, together
with academia, are developing services and products
for the future to help us age well, live longer and
deliver new insights through data.
Leveraging the experience and expertise of
older adults while harnessing big data, the National

www.thecatalystnewcastle.co.uk
@TheCatalystUK

Innovation Centres for Ageing and Data are uniquely
positioned to optimise the opportunities provided by
the demographic revolution.
This brings the ability to personalise user
experience and generate insights into customer
needs and wants, taking advantage of new
opportunities to generate new revenue streams.

4The Catalyst stands on land that was once a coal
mine and latterly a brewery. What does its creation
say about the value of regional development and
how much is it helping showcase the North East’s
innovation and technical expertise to national and
global audiences?
The Catalyst is situated within Newcastle Helix,
which is a landmark innovation district where people
come to collaborate, innovate and discover, with a
focus on data, urban and life sciences.
It’s fast becoming a buzzing hub of activity and
has put Newcastle on the map as one of the most
important innovation hubs in Europe - the vision
of the partnership between Newcastle University,
Newcastle City Council and Legal & General.
Our innovation centre has been purposefully built
to attract internationally renowned researchers and
scientists, with companies such as Red Hat, Dstl and
Credera choosing to conduct business from The
Catalyst.
Hundreds of jobs have been created thanks to the
fantastic businesses based here, and we’re thrilled
to be fully occupied just two years after opening,
which is evidence of the demand for a collaborative
community within the innovation space.
The activity happening at The Catalyst and within
the wider Helix community is already highlighting
- on a national and global level - the success of
bringing together businesses, academia and the local
community to create an inclusive innovation district
where people can share expertise, skills and ideas for
the future.

The Last Word
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